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Bradford Prince Will Accept Nomination if Lead Francis J. Heney Tells About
Dark Schemes of Bad Bad
ers Promise to Support Him
Appointed Delegate to
in
Corporations
Campaign.
Gettysburg

Na-hta- n

Notary Public Appointed,
Governor Mills today appointed J.
S. Candelario a notary public.
Appointed Delegate,
Governor Mills today appointed exGovernor L. Bradford Prince, New
Mexico's representative at a confer
ence to be held at Harrisburg, Pa., on

,'

-

Rochester, N. Y., Sept. 30. John A.
the Democratic candidate for governor will be asked if he will take the
nomination. Alton B. Parker or D.
Cady Herrick will be named if he will
not. This, it .as learned today, Is the
slate favored by most leaders of the
conference which
adjourned in
Charles P. Murphy's room at two
o'clock this morning. Mr. Dix, who is
chairman of the state central commit
tee, intimated this morning that he
could not make up his mind until he
had discussed the matter further with
the other leaders.
Outside of the decision as to the
governor, the Democratic state con
vention which will meet for a second
session at one o'clock this afternoon
has no semblance of a slate before
it. The only other definite result of
the night conference of the leaders
was the endorsement of the direct primary plank which will be one of the
leading features of the platform. Herbert P. Bissell, of Buffalo, will be the
permanent chairman of the conven
Dix,

tion.
Dix Will Take It.
Rochester, N. Y., Sept. 30. Shortly
before noon, Mr. Dix announced he
would accept the nomination If the
other leading candidates give him
their personal assurance of their support. It Is understood he already has
such assurance from Edward N.
Shepard and Thomas M. Osborne and
a promise of the hearty support of
the Democratic leaders.
Address By Temporary Chairman.
Rochester, N. Y. Sept. 30. Herbert
P. Bissell, as permanent chairman, addressed the convention in part as

October 13, to arrange for the cele
bration of the fiftieth anniversary of follows .
"We have come together as a repthe Battle of Gettysburg. The conference will proceed from Harrisburg to resentative body of Democrats or
progressive Democrats who are faiththe battlefield.
ful to the sound principles of governQuail Season Opens Tomorrow.
ment advocated by the founders of
The quail season opens tomorrow the American republjc and the fram-er- s
and as quail are unusually plentiful
of th6 American constitution, but
there will no doubt be a rush for hunt who are progressives in the purpose
to apply those principles to the soluing licenses. The experiment of
quail with birds from the tion of present problems and the
southern part of the territory inau
of existing evils.
gurated by Game Warden Gable has At the present time we find throughbeen very successful and he is mak- out the country many Republicans
ing arrangements for bringing more who call themselves progressives, and,
birds from Dona Ana and Sierra coun- when we analyze their progressive-nesswe ere gratified to find that in
ties to this part of New Mexico.
most cases it consists in the condemSchool Inspection,
nation of their own party's standpat
Superintendent of Public Instruc- dishonesty tariff revision and their
tion J. E. Clark reports from Vaughn, advancement to the advocacy of tariff
Guadalupe county, that he found the reform, so long and so consistently
schools there in excellent condition. urged by the Democratic party.
"We are pleased too, to find that
At Vaughn, Miss Marie Lee Moore
is principal and Mrs. Beulah Duma, this progressiveness has led to the
assistant. The discipline was found adoption of recommendations made by
to be fine and the school conducted tht last Democratic president for the
and control of interstate
with business-lik- e
precision. The en- regulation
service
corporations and of
public
W.
rollment is 88. At East Vaughn,
so eloquently
the
recommendation
H. Highsmith Is teacher, the enrollby the last Democratic candiment is 67, and the school room is urged
date for president, for the prevention
well equipped. Here a new school of
corrupt practices and the interferhouse will be built
ence of corporations in politics.
Preparing for Convention,
"Today we find the profligacy and
Land Commissioner R. P. Ervlen recklessness of Republican adminishas placed a telephone booth on the tration calling for the appropriation
third floor of the capital, adjoining by each congress of the fabulous sum
the hall of representatives. He Is also of two billions of dollars. A comparison of the last four years of Demoplanning to replace the temporary cratic administration
with the last
light fixtures that will Illuminate the four
of Republican administrayears
with
the
convention,
grounds during
with graphic and tellornamental posts and will run the tion illustrates
the
spendthrift
strenuously
force,
ing
wires underground. He has been
phase of Rooseveltism, and its feeble
and
to
the
hard
capital
place
working
proxy Taftlsm.
grounds and executive mansion In at"It ds our duty to present to the
besucceded
tractive shape and has
the plain facts and I cannot
people
yond expectations, when the amount believe that their attention will be diof work and lack of adequate funds verted from the real and momentous
are considered.
questions to be determined at the November election by any amount of
Postmasters Appointed.
or copybook
Joseph W. Beck has been appointed spectacular clap-traand virtue
about
honesty
Rio
Arriba
platitudes
at
El
Rito,
postmaster
county; and John Marshall Whitlock tumutuously reiterated by the uniquein
and entertaining lion hunter who
at Lumberton, Rio Arriba county.
the wilds of Africa or in the midst of
30.
John
D.
Sept.
C,
Washington,
courts,
the. splendors of European
of
Lumberton,
Malrshali Whitlock,
seems to have entirely forgotten his
and David P. Gentry, of Pinon, have share of
responsibility for this carnibeen commissioned postmasters.
val of extravagance, excessive taxation and dishonest tariff revision.
"The Democratic party is now and
X always has been loyal to the princiX ARE THEY TRYING TO
by the founders of the
'S ' BURN DOWN THE TOWN? X ples advocated
X republic. We are not in sympathy
X
'new
at Estancia. X with the doctrines of
X Another Fire
nationalism' whidh disregarded loyal
Which Consumed Store
X
and forget the. limitaX
Damage $20,000.
of the constitution.
tions
X
X
to this dangerous
X
What proved to be the fifth X "We areto opposed
a further centralization of
X or sixth fire at Estancia oc- - X tendency
power in the - national government.
X curred at 12:30 o'clock this X We
are upholders of the democracy
X
X morning when the mercantile
of old nationalism."
X establishment of L. A. Bond, X
X and several adjoining build- - X DENVER SCHOOL GIRL
X lngs, went up in smoke causing X
DRUGGED WITH ICE CREAM.
X a loss of $20,000, with $10,000 X
Denver, Colo., Sept. 30. UnconX Insurance.
scious from the effects of a drug, beThe fire Is supposed to have X lieved to have been given her In a
X
X occurred after an attempt at X dish of ice cream by a man many
X robbery for there were evl- - X years her senior, but whose name Is
X dences that the safe In the X unknown to the police, Mildred Lowe,
school girl, was found
X store had been tampered with, X a
X but not looted. Several doors X at 11 o'clock last night on the sideX were broken Into affording the X walk in front of 2957 Curtis street.
X
For more than an hour the girl's
robbers access.
X would-bThe fire is supposed to be of X mind, was a blank and she was un
X
X able to make a coherent statement to
X incendiary origin.
the police.
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Pueblo, Colo., Sept. 30 Declaring
for strong federal control and a modification of many present methods In
segregating lands to conserve the natural resources of the country for the
benefit of all people, Francis J. Heney
of California, brought the Irrigation
Congress to its feet by exposing what
he termed were methods "by which
the great corporate Interests are endeavoring to grab the remaining energy producing agency." He pointed
out the fact that supporters of federal
and state control are divided into
camps and that the great corporate
are supporting and advocating
state control because they see in this
an easier opportunity to secure the decontrol.
Former Governor
sired
Adams, of Colorado, followed with a
warm defense of state control. The
report of the resolutions committee
was presented by Governor J. H. Kib-beof Arizona, and after a resolution
advocating state's rights were laid on
the table the report was adopted. The
plank on the control of Interstate waters reads: "We accept the fact that
all parts of each drainage area are related and we hold that each stream
should be treated as a unit from
source to mouth, and since the waters
are essentially, mobile and transitory
we hold that federal control is essential to the equitable distribution of
the waters of the Interstate streams."

TOWNS
DEMOLISHED

ARE

Thousands of Persons in
Northern Luzon Are Homeless and Destitute
SWEEPS

TYPHOON

fflil

Goverment Is Taking Vigorous
Steps to Extend Material
Aid.
Manila, Sept. 30.

A typhoon of un-

usual severity swept over the valley
of Cayagan river in the provinces of
Cayagan and Isabella northern Luzon
on September 24. Four towns practically were demolished and thousands
of persons are homeless and destitute.
The government is making haste to
send aid.
EXTENSIVE

COUNTERFEITING
PLOT IS NAILED.

National Bank Notes of Different Sections of Country Imitated Secret
Service at Work.

Washington, Sept. 30. The secret
service has unearthed what appears to
be a bold and extensive attempt at a
conterfeiting of national bank notes.
Notes of the same denomination and
issue as were found yesterday on the
Pasadena, California, National bank
were discovered today issued on the
First National Bank of Williamsport,
Pennsylvania.
Not Yet Caught.
Washington, Sept. 30. Chief Wilkes
is convinced that the bills are being
made by the same gang and (has issued orders to every secret service
man in the country to spread a dragnet.

HALF

MILLION

Grain Elevator of Brewing
Company at Chicago Destroyed by Flames
FIRE IfJ

MEW

GRLEftHS

For Time Threatened Destruction of Newspaper Building and
Adjoining

Stores.

Chicago, Sept. 30. More than half
a million dollars damage was done by
fire early today that Ignited the Gottfried Brewing Company's grain elevator. Several members of the hose
companies narrowly escaped death.
'
New Orleans Has Fire.
New Orleans, Sept 30. Fire early
this morning for a time threatened
to wipe out the plant of the Times
and buildings adjoining but finally
was put under control. The loss is
$50,000.

ON CANAL

Attempt Made at Residence of Sees Its Completion in 1914 and
Mrs. Potter Palmer in the
Praises Thoroughness
Windy City.
of Work.
Chicago, 111., Sept. 30. After placing bombs beside the residence of
Mrs. Potter Palmer and cutting his
coat into shreds with a knife piercing
the skin Fred C. Wahlenmeyer, 26
years old, attempted last night to gain
admittance into the mansion, but a
watchman summoned the police and
Wahlenmeyer was arrested. To the
police he at first told the story that he
had seen another man place the bomb
at the side of the house and of struggling with him. Later, the prisoner
confessed having put an explosive
there and cut Ms clothes to bear out
the narrative of a struggle. The police believe Wahlenmeyer's Idea was
to ask a reward for having "saved"
the house and the occupants from
some mysterious bomb terror. Mrs.
Palmer was at home at the time and
the whole household was thrown into
excitement.
Suffers From Dementia.
Chicago, Sept. 30. Walhenraeyer's
mother and sister told the police that
the young man suffers from an aggra
vated form of hypochondriac dementia
at times. This, the police stated prob
able accounts for his actions.
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HON. A. B. FALL.
If any member
of the constitutional convention is possessed of
that indefinable, subtle characteristic
that is called personal magnetism it
is Hon. A. B. Fall of Three Rivers,
Otero county. He is of the stuff that
popular idols are made of, impetuous,
fearless, eloquent, knightly in charm
of manners and appearance, generous.
But he is more than that. He is a successful attorney, he is shrewd, he understands the game of politics and of
business and has played both and by
experience and knowledge belongs in
the class of political leaders, whom

He
coln, Chaves and Eddy counties.
was appointed attorney general of
the Territory in August, 1907, at the
request of Governor Curry and the
writer remembers well the sensation
his speech created at the Inauguration of Governor Curry.
He sailed
into the special agents and special as
sistant attorneys general who had
been overrunning the Territory from
the time of the unfortunate Hager-maadministration. He predicted
that the commonwealth would ibe
cleared of them at short notice, a
prediction that came true to the great
relief of New Mexico people. The
historians call statesmen.
had accompanied First AssistHis biography ?ven In its briefest writer
ant Postmaster General, now Postromance
like
a
reads
outlines,
and
Genera?, Frank H. Hitchcock
here indeed is material for a biogra master
to rne capitol and the hall of reprepher. Born in Frankfort, Kentucky,
on November 26, 18C1, he went to sentatives, and the latter shook his
head at the "fire eater" whom Governwork at the early age of eleven years
or Curry lhad chosen for attorney gen
in a cotton facto; y
TenNashville,
eral. Judge Fall, was appointed to
nessee. His education was obtained
'hold at least for two months," and
by desultory attendance at schools he
after three months. He
taught by his father. Later he work- has resigned
not practiced law since 1904 but
ed on a farm and taught school at
the same time, but ambition drove engaged in mining, railroad, lumber
him from the farm and ttie read law, and stock business in the Republic of
Mexico and In these as well as farmunder Judge, afterwards United States
in New Mexico and banking in E'
Senator Lindsey of Kentucky,
but ing
Paso, Texas, and Las Cruces, his inholding on to his position as teacher terests
therefore being manifold.
at the same time.
Judge Fall came
west to Indian Territory and Texas Judge Fall was married in 1883 to
in 1880 and "punched cows" for two Miss Emma Morgan, of Readyville,
and Mrs. Fall is very popular
years in those sections. March, 1886, Tenn.,
saw him prospecting and mining fln in Santa Fe social circles. Four chilGrant and Sierra counties. He locat- dren have been born to the marriage,
ed in Las Cruces In 1886 and engaged and the daughters have been frequent
in the practice of law with N. M. visitors in the capital where they are
quite popular in the younger set.
Lowry.
Judge Fall maintained his residence
Then began Mr. Fall's career as a
at Las Cruces from 1886 to 1904. He
holdterritorial
office
legislator, judge,
er and soldier. He was elected to the removed to Three Rivers, Otero counlower house of the legislature in 1890 ty, the latter year, where he has a
from Dona Ana, Grant and Sierra commodious home on a large stock
counties, and to the upper house or ranch and farm. He has been a reg
council in 1892 from Dona Ana, Grant, istered voter in New Mexico since'
And has voted at every election
Lincoln, Chaves and Eddy counties, or 1887
held In the territory since that year
the
District.'
"Shoestring
Appointed to the New Mexico su- except In 1898, when he was In milpreme bench In 1893 as an associate itary service. He maintains an office
justice by President Grover Cleveland, at EI Paso, Texas, from which he
he resigned in 1895. In 1897 he was transacts business with Old Mexico,
again elected to the legislative coun- where he has mining interests In the
cil from Grant and Dona Ana coun- states of Chihuahua and Sonora. Mrs.
ties. The same year he was appoint- Fall has a house in El Paso where she
ed attorney general. The office was and her charming daughters spend the
declared vacant and the late General winter. Judge Fall has never regisEdward L. Bartlett was appointed to tered, voted or taken part in political
succeed him in the same year. He matters since 1886, except in New
was appointed captain of Company Mexico. Up to 1900, he acted with the
to enter
H, First Territorial Infantry ( Spanish Democrats, although refusing
1900 he
Since
In
1897.
causus
their
and
In
was mustered
American war)
Re- ticipate.
on July 18, 1898, at Las Cruces. After has been known as a Roosevelt
Rethe war, he was mustered out at Las publican and was one of the six
fexico
New
from
delegates
publican
and
located
In
Cruces
February 1899,
Conat Las Cruces, there opening a law of- to the last National Republican
fice with Judge Leigh Clark, after- vention. To those who have followed
wards organizing the firm of Clark, political events in New Mexico the
or have been In
Fall, Hawkins and Franklin at El past twenty years,
TO
thick of them, the above outline
Paso, Texas, being also a member the
with Horton Moore of the firm of Fall will recall many an exciting incident
In which Judge
& Moore at Las Cruces and with J. R. and many a battle
Fall was the leading figure, and the Almost One Hundred ThousHampton as Fall and Hampton at Clifconstitutional convention will be none
ton, Ariz.
and Deaths From Epithe less interesting for the memories
to
was
the
legiselected
Fall
Judge
his
about
cluster
personality.
that
Rean
as
1903
demic in Russia
lature of
independent
to occupy a compublican, to the council from the He will be certain
of
this
in
assembly
Shoestring district, then composed of manding position
Dona Ana, Grant, Luna, Otero, Lin New Mexico's prominent men.
SITUATION HOWEVER IMPROVES
n

That the Argentine republic has a
great future and that its commercial
relations with this country will result
in enormous benefits to both Argen
tine and the United Stales, was a dec
laration of the lion. George Cabot
Ward, who arrived here this morning
from Buenos Ayres, via New York,
after taking an important part In the
work of the
Congress
held in Buenos Ayres and attended by
secretaries of state
and distinguished diplomats from 21
republics of North, Central and South
n

America.
His knowledge of Spaniah acquired
while holding important positions including that of acting governor of
Porto Rico, proved of great use to Mr.
Ward while on this mission and this

morning he expressed delight at being in Santa Fe where again he will
hear the most mellifluous of all lan
guages.
Mr. Ward was interviewed at the
home of his

brother-in-law-

,

Bronson

Cutting. There with Mrs. Ward he will
spend a fortnight before returning to
New York where he is a prominent
lawyer and will be a participant In
the battle of the Republicans to retain
POOR OLD MISSOURI
in the state at the NovemSHOWS SMALL INCREASE. supremacy
election.
ber
Washington, D. C, Sept. 30. The
Faces Same Problem.
state of Missouri has a population ot
is exceedingly interest"Argentine
bu3,293,335, according to the census
to us because it is one country
reau. This is an increase of 180,670, ing
that has the same problems to face
or six per cent over 1900.
that we had to face in the United
States where farming is done on a
large scale," said Mr. Ward. "This
NO
will mean that the United States will
send to Argentine the machinery for
tilling the soil that has been invented
MEDIEVAL TORTURE and developed in this country to meet
the requirements of the vast areas put
under cultivation. On the other hand
Argentine with its rich soil and vast
Modern Reformatories Have farming resources will send us food ,
stuffs such as wheat and corn, which
Banished Dungeous, Dark
we shall soon need and will also ship
ness and Silence
us cattle which is grown there on a
large scale. There will be closer com
mercial relations between the two
STILL IH EXPERIMENTAL STftGE countries and resulting in prosnerlty
for both."
While Mr. Ward did not feel at lib'
in
American Prison Association
erty to give out the proceedings of
the
Session at Washington DisCongress Just held,
as they will soon be officially publishcusses Timely Topics.
ed, he spoke of the great pleasure it
the various representatives of regave
Washington, Sept. 30. Such time publics of the new world to go over
s
of punishment as
commercial rela
the dungeon, starvation, silence, soli- problems affecting unification of the
tions and obtain a
cordarkness
and
tary confinement,
various machinery which turns the
poral punishment have been largely wheels of commerce.
discredited in American reformatories
Panama Canal.
according to the report of the commitMr. Ward was enthusiastic over the
tee on reformatory work and parole
made to the American Prison Associa- work being done on the Panama canal
tion today. James A. Leonard, super- where he enjoyed an exceptional op
intendent of a state reformatory, who portunity to study the great undertak
made the report, said that the reform ing, as he was shown around by
work in American Institutions in spite Colonel Goethals, the engineer in
of the progress made, has not emerg- charge and by his assistants.
ed from the experimental state.
Mr. Ward found that the work was of
a thorough character despite certain
strictures placed on it by German and
PUBLIC IS INVITED
TO LEGISLATIVE RECEPTION. French critics. "I really believe the
great canal will be finished by 1914,"
It Will Be Given In the Palace of the said Mr. Ward, "Judging by the present rate of progress made. The canal
Governor on Tuesday, Oczone has been made a healthy place
11.
tober
to live and work, and the social life
there Is also agreeable. The people
The Ladies' Museum Committee "indown there seem happy and they are
vites the people of Santa Fe to join in
work of which any American
doing
a reception to be tendered the memmay feel proud."
bers of the constitutional convention,
On his way home Mr. Ward visited
their families and their friends at the Chile, Peru, Bolivia and Ecuador and
Museum rooms in the Palace of the was
greatly impressed with the vast
Governors on Tuesday evening, Oc
resources of these reundeveloped
tober 11. No special invitations will
resources which will be depublics
be sent out. The reception will be a
veloped by the opening of the Panama
public event and all are Invited to par- canal.
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CUT HIS CLOTHES INTO SHREDS WONDERFUL WORK
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The constitutional convention will
be called to order at 12 o'clock noon
on Monday in the hall of representatives at the capitol. The desks for the
members fill the entire floor, and room
for spectators Is found only in the
gallery. It has not been decided as
;yet whether Territorial Secretary
Jaffa will call the convention to
order, as he does legislative assesm- blies, and which seems the procedure
favored by precedents or whether the
Republican caucus to be held on Sunday afternoon will adopt a different
procedure.
Territorial Funds.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
today received $248 from Insurance
Commissioner Jacobo Chaves and $70
fines from convictions for violation
of the game laws of three boys at
Cloudcroft, Otero county.
Who Pays the Taxes?
Territorial Traveling Auditor C. V.
Safford has figured out the following
assessment percentages for 1910 in
Roosevelt county: Grazing lands and
improvements 42.38, city lots and imrailroads
11.4,
provements 15.81,
horses and mules 10.84, merchandise
4.47, cattle 4.36, household goods, etc.,
2.87, wagons, implements and harness
2.76, banks 2.73, all other classes 2.38.

FUTURE

A GREAT

Young Chicago Man Makes Says Hon. George Cabot
Transparent Effort to
Ward, Diplomat, Just Back
Be a Hero
From Buenos Ayres

j

j

SEASQN

ARGENTINE HAS

USED BOMBS

It Will Convene on Monday Names Candidate for Gov- - irrigation Congress at Pueblo
Takes Strong Stand
ernor Even Before Con- at Twelve O'Clock
vention Convenes
Noon
Against States Rights
QUAIL

SO 187
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SIBERIA

EXTENSIVE ELIMINATIONS
FROM NATIONAL FORESTS

SENATOR LAFOLLETE
IS TAKEN

Washington, Sept. 30. National forests have had eliminated from within
their borders, as chiefly valuable for
agricultural purposes, 3,600,285 acres
of land, and 1,501,522 acres have been
added to their boundaries as being
more valuable for forestry purposes,
since the inauguration of this policy
by the present administration.
The latest eliminations were in Arizona, Utah, Arkansas and Colorado,
amounting to 541,048 acres and there
were additions in Arizona, Utah and
Colorado totaling 177,209 acres.

He Has Been Taken

.

ILL.

to Famous Hospital of Mayo Brothers at Rochester, Minnesota.

Rochester, Minn., Sept. 30.. According to Dr. George Keenan of Madison, Wis., who accompanied Senator
LaFollette to Rochester to consult Dr.
Mayo, the senator is not in a critical
condition and is not thought that he
will undergo an operation at this time.
The Senator is said to be suffering
from
He visited Dr.
gallstones.
Mayo this morning for consultation.

Thus Far 198,246 Cases Have
Been Reported to Sanitary

Bureau

Who He Is.
Hon. George Cabot Ward, who be
came acting governor of Porto Rico,
October 14, 1909, at the age of 33
years, was probably one of the youngest men in the United States to hold
such aa important post. He is a native of New York and was born in
1876 of a family which originally came
from the county of Kent, England. His
family was the representative in Boston and later in New York of the fa
mous English banking house of Baring Brothers. Mr. Ward's mother
a
was Miss Howard of Baltimore,
great grand daughter of John Eager
Howard,
secretary of war under
of
Washington and later governor
Maryland.
After studying in various private
schools in New York and Lenox,
Mass., Mr. Ward entered Harvard and
was graduated in 1898 in the same
class as Attorney Francis C. Wilson
of this city. He spent two more
years In the Harvard law school and
was admitted to practice law in New
York.
Mr. Ward was made secretary to
the Hon. W. W. Rockhill, when Mr.
Rockhill was at the head of the
He
American Bureau of Republics.
later resumed his law practice and in

St. Petersburg, Sept. 30. The chol
era epidemic has taken strong hold, in
Amur province, Siberia. Twenty-siand twelve deaths are reported
for the week ending September 23,
The cholera has also spread to Ferr-han- a
in Turkestan. On the whole,
however, the situation in Russia and 1905 President Roosevelt appointed
The him auditor of Porto Rico. As auditis improving.
the provinces
sanitary bureau reports show 198,246 or he made many changes in Porto
cases and 92,329 deaths since the outbreak of the epidemic.
(Continued on Page Eight)
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SKIN AFFECTIONS

Old Wheat'

Imperial
Jersey Cream

Four

Pansy
Bobolink

ARIETY FRESH YEAST

Also

WE.GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
CASH PURCHASES
ALL
WITH

Winter Grocery Co.
y

1

Southeast

ON INFANT OR GROWN
PERSON CURED BY ZEMO
AND ZEMO SOAP.
An Unusual Offer.
The Capital Pharmacy drug store
says to every person, be it man, woman or child, who has an irritated,
tender or Itching skin to come to our
store and and procure a bottle of
ZE5MO and a cake of ZEMO soap and
if you are not entirely satisfied with
I
nn.A liolr
gn1 trot VOllF
money. So confident are we of the
treatefficacy of this clean, simple
ment, that we make you this unusual
offer.
ZEMO is a clean liquid for external
use that has cured so many cases of
eczema, pimples, dandruff and other
ZEMO and
forms of skin eruption.
ZEMO soap are the most economical
as well 3 the cleanest and most effective treatment for affections of the
skin or scalp, whether on Infant or
grown person.

WHETHER

Crnr

Plaza, Santa Fa.

Telephone

THE

No. 40

DAILY

GRASSHOPPER

CALL APB SEE

IFOR

YOURSELF

Jewelry, Silver wa.r. Decorated China. Novelties,
Loath vr aii ;1 Leather Ebony

frost
wrought a silence, from the
stove tlhere shrills
in
The cricket's song, in warmth
creasing ever
And seems, to one in drowsiness halt
lost.
The
grasshopper's among some
KEATS.
grassy hills.

MANUFACTURER
IJEWELE I

TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER
IN OUR LINE DONE TO ORDER'

the lead

Has

Gooda.

OK WORK

The poetry of earth is never dead;
When all the birds are faint with
the hot sun
And hide in cooling trees, a voice
will run
Prom Ihedge to hedge about the
mead.
That is the grasshopper's he takes
In summer luxury he has never
done
With his delights; for, when tired
out: with fun,
He rests at ease beneath some pleasant weed.
The poetry of earth is ceasing never
On a lone winter evening, when the

Clocks

Diamonds,

EVERY DESCRIPTION

AND CRICKET.

new-mow- n

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

Spit

ROUND UP.
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Burglars Loot Postoffice at Ocate
Burglars broke into the postoffice at
Ocate, Mora county, and secured ?50
in stock and $8 in cash.
No Fair at Las Vegas "Lack of In
terest," is the excuse given by the
Optic for the failure of the effort to
hold a fair in the Meadow City this

ACT QUICKLY.
Delay Has Been Dangerous In Santa
Fe.
Do the right thing at the ngnt time.
Act quickly in times of danger.
Bachache is kidney danger.
Doan's Kidney Pills act quickly.
Cure all distressing, dangerous kidney ills.
Plenty of evidence to prove this.
Locario Lopez, Agua Fria St., Santa
Fe, N. M., says:
"I have had no severe return attack
of kidney trouble since using Doan- Kidney Pills several years ago. Now
and then I have suffered from back
ache but at such times Doan's Kidney
Pills have given prompt and positive
relief. For a long time I was madei
miserable by attacks of kidney complaint and my back was often so lame!
and painful that I could scarcely do
anything. I did not sleep well and no
matter whether I wre lying down or
standing up, the trouble was in evidence.
The kidney secretions annoyed me both day and night by their
irregularity in passage and there was
a heavy sediment in them. After several remedies had failed to help me, I
procured Doan's Kidney Pills and they
umno iui
uvcu up lu ail lug
them. I never hesitate to say a good
word for Doan's Kidney Pills when

feet apart and have already been run
back over 400 feet. They will be connected In such a way as to provide
for a free circulation of air throughout the mine. Ten men will be immediately started to work and the force
gradually increased as the facilities
for mining the coal and the demand
for the coal increase.
Sunday "The
Going to Capital
greater part of San Miguel county's
delegation to the constitutional con
vention will leave here Sunday afternoon in order to be ready to attend
the opening session on Monday morn- opportunity occurs."
ing. Some of the delegates, efor the
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
purpose of securing rooms and other cents.
Co.,
Buffalo,
accommodations, likely will go to the New York, sole agents for the United
The delegates who States.
capital Saturday.
ive m the county precincts are exRemember the name Doan's and
pected to begin arriving in Las Ve- take no other.
Most of them will
gas tomorrow.
take the train for Santa Fe there. ties. If so to these agencies are added
Several of the Mora delegation also the local, state, and national governwill be here to board the train. Santa ments enrolled in
Fe is expected to be crowded all dur- - work, the double red cross becomes
ins. the session, especially during the the symbol of the greatest organized
coining week, as many people from campaign for the prevention of dis-aparts of the terirtory will be,Pase Mint the world has ever known
present to watch the task of framing
a constitution and attend the many
AS MANY
social functions.
All the hotels have (TWICE
births as deaths.
made provisions for the entertain-- j
Houston, Texas, Sept. 30 Clyde B.
ment of a large number of guests."
Las Vegas Optic.
Smith, registar of vital statistics in
cheer- Trout by the Thousand for Ute the state ot Texas- - makes
Park and Vicinity "The government ms announcement mat aunng tne
of August this state showed
fish car of the department of
4506 births against 2104 deaths. As a
merce and labor, was
from No. 1 this morning and transfer-- ! sample of the healthfulness of Tesas
red to the Rocky Mountain over which three of tne People who died were
it will be taken to Ute Park, where between 100 and 115 years of age;
the Rockv Mountain ComDanv 'areinlety were between 90 and 100 years
f aee; eighty between 80 and 90
havine the car's contents, a 150.000
brook trout, turned loose for stocking years of age and 140 between 70 and
purposes. The car had aboard 71 80 years of age.
cans of trout minnows when it arrived
here this morning, each can contain
ing from 800 to 1,000 minnows. Terri
NICK YANNI'S.
torial Game Warden Thomas P.;
reGable was here from Santa Fe to
ceive a transfer of 15 cans which!
will be turned loose by him In the
Pecos. Some day, under the careful
124 E. SAN FRAN6ISC0 ST. 124
which the territorial, of-super-visioficlals are giving to the stocking of
s
the Innumerable clear water trout
Men's
(nailed) - - 75c
- - 50c
Ladies' half soles streams of the new state, New Mexico
50c
Rubber heels
will become famous for the splendid
trout fishing to be found within her
FIRST CLASS WORK
borders. With due emphasis placed on
GUARANTEED.
her fish laws, there Is no reason why
the mountain regionB of the new state
cannot within a very few years, be
Foster-Milbur-

j

Incorporated 1903 a

Established 1856.

SELIGMANBR0SC0.
gmrrmmivmmim'iuw

win.
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WE ARE THE LEADERS
IN DRY GOODS
OUR FALL & WINTER GOODS are
now arriving; Mens, Womens and Children Sweaters Newest Styles. A New
line of Trousers and Neckties all the
latest novelities. Mens & Boys Harvard
A Swell line of
Suits Latest Styles.
Mens Kenyon Overcoats and Raincoats
just received.

MAKE YOUR
SELECTION NOW.

PHONE

FOR HALF A CENTURY THE
LEA0ING DRY 600DS
HOUSE IN THE CITY.

36

P. O. BOX 219

;

ll

;

HIGHEST GRADE TOOLS FOR
CARPENTERS or BUILDERS.

com-!mon-

d

;

'

"RIGHT IN

W

WlPWf4$ QUALITY

'

SHOE SHOP

'

s

1

FRANK F. GORMLEY

......

half-sole-

mn

MULLIGAN & RISING

I

30, 1919.

n

fall.
Married at Manzano Enrique Sala- zar y Aragon and Juanita Garcia y Rotoday at Manzamero, were married
,
,11
mi.
Send for prices for tanning and lining-furwin
ine
Torrance
no,
county,
couyie
and hides for rugs and robes
reside at Torreon.
Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds
Enforcing Compulsory School Law
A number of persons at Raton have
been hauled before the grand jury
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
to explain why their children are not
OANON
SANTA FE, N, M
PHONE 19
436 road:
being sent to school.
BLAUK
Traveling Engineer Promoted Jos
eph R. Clevenger, of Las Vegas, has
been promoted to the position ol
traveline engineer of the Santa Fe
system between Pueblo and Denver. UUUtClLCU iUW
Admitted to Citizenship In court for the most enthusiastic of all sports
at. Raton. .Tosenh Krann of Taylor, of
11 U1U.QU
men, the willing watcher of the wily
Russian birth, and Timothy Walsh trot." Raton Range.
born at Limerick, Ireland, were given
citizenship papers. Anton Pungartnik HOW THE DOUBLE RED
a native of Austria and a resident at
CROSS ORIGINATED.
basket leaves Monday Tuesday
Berela, and John Chaillis Meikle of
Dawson, and native of Scotland, were It First Suggested as the Symbol of: Returns Thursday and Friday.
also given their citizenship papers
the International
AGENCY at O.K. Barber Shop
Sale of the Belford Estate The
losis Association in Berlin.
Belford estate, consisting of 900 acres
has
cross
red
double
the
Mrs.FO. BROWN Agent
Although
A Oft
DAY
NIGHT 130 RED
situated at the western foot of the been used in America for more than
125 PAL
AVE
PHONE
Phone No. 23 Red
Black mesa, Colfax county, was sold four years as the international
DONE
AND SATISFACTORILY
PICTURE FRAMING TASTEFULLY
at auction at haton by order of the
of the crusade against tubercu
court. Frank Walker securing the losis, few people have known how it
land as the highest bidder, for f6.30 originated until announcement of the'
BE5
per acre. The total consideration was history of the symbol was made pub-- j
From
$5,670. Three towns lots belonging to lie today by the National Association
Tu-- i
of
for
K.
and
Prevention
the
E.
also
TAOS
were
Study
BARRANCA
estate
sold,
same
the
Cassel bidding them in, at $40 each. berculosis.
South
It has been ascertained that the Meets Both North
Died at Age of 101 J. C. Hightow- Bound Trains.
er, Sr., died at Alto, Lincoln county, double red cross was first suggested
as the symbol of the International
Leaves Barranca on tne arrival ol
very suddenly. He leaves a wife,
Association in Ber Che
daughter, Mrs. Mary Cramer of Clig,- lin in
north bound train and arrives at
of
The
1902,
proposer
October,
M., and three sons, George HighTaos at 7 p. m.
of
G.
Sersiron
was
Dr.
tower, of Hanover, and William in. the symbol
Ten miles shorter than any other
SOLE AGENTS FOR
and John, Jr., of Alto, N. M., John Paris who is now associate secretary way. Good covered hack and good
Carroll Hightower, Sr., was born in of L' Association Centrale Francaise
j teams.
Dr.
Tennessee, October 11, 1809. He went Contre la Tuberculosa
&2e
Fas
Vb.Lm.g a.cnto
to Texas from Tennessee and served proposal was at once started to seofficial recognition and protection
GonafbxtaL'bl.
cure
while
of
a
a
number
as
years
ranger
in
and
Dealers
Wholesale
Retail
,5S
there, and came to New Mexico in for the double cross from European!
1881, and has lived in Lincoln governments.
July,
Hour, Haj, Grain, Potatoes,
The double red cross is similar in
county 29 years. The body was in
shape to a cross used frequently in
terred in the Angus cemetery.
Greek Catholic churches, and also
Salt anil Seeds
May Be Sent to Reform Clifford the
to the Lorraine cross of France. The
National Association for the Study
$100 REWARD. $100.
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HODSE IN SANTA FE.
and Prevention of Tuberculosis in the
The readers ot this paper will be United
For
States has adopted the propor- year? the only
pleased to learn that there Is at least tions of nine for the length of the
tonsorial parlor
class
first
has
one dreaded disease that science
cross to five for the width of the)
been able to core in all Its stages,
Fe.J
in
of tlhe
SATISFACTION ASSURED
and that Is Catarrh. Hsll'a Catarrh arms, with a space arms.
OUR NEW FITCH
Cure Is the only positive cure now length between the
FIRST CLASS CORRICK'S HACK LINE
1902 when the double red cross
In
TREATMENT
Camedical
to
the
known
fraternity.
there were not more
adopted,
nlns a Mtnat - itiittnnal rilePABA. . was
..
. , ,
Formr
,
erDmnc
to cure, (not only
lanu
is
guaranteed
Bnggies and Saddle Horses
OLnilUL
1
requires a consuuiuomu ireaummi..
liovc
. , T mrl m ff fallincr hair
-Popular prices
w.w
'V,8u. u.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken
u
on
xouay
oasis,
blood
the
upon
ally. acting directly
cruand mucous surfaces of the system, banner of the antituberculosisformed carry a Complete Une of all the
- associations have been
popular hair and facial tonics,
thereby destroying the foundation ofj8ade-almost
every civilized country to herPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE fc FITCH
the disease, and giving the patient;
, the world. Even China is beginning
strength by building up the constltu-- to
BATHS BATHS BATHS
take action along thte line, white
In
its
nature
doing
and
tion
assisting
PiAMOHOC
m Qm
work. The proprietors have so much in Turkey, India, Japan, the Philip- IceAgettS HUBBS LAUNDRY
faith in Its curative nowers that they Pines, South Africa, Australia, coun-MAttUP AO TURIN
P
!
phone us, wewillbefrladtocallforyour
offer One Hundred Dollars for any land and In all of the European
Eytt Jested antt
case that it falls to cure Send for tries active societies are at work.inde-In- laundry n onMondaye and Tuesdays
Fitted by Bp to
Ulerit Goods
and deliver
the United States, from four
Thursdays and Fridays
nr testimonials
Dal Methods
All work is guaranteed; yoar
Right s.rvio.
pendent associations in 1902, the
P. J. CHENEY & CO.,
Address
socks are mended and buttons
double red cross now enlists a care- sewed on you shirts, without
China
movement
national
fully
organized
Sold by all druggists, 75c
extra charge. ,
SAW VA FK.
more
than
V 34S San Francisco St.
affiliated
are
const!-which
Waii-:
under
tfamiir pilla for
Tot.
i m.
m
thirty state bodies and 420 local socle- j PHONE RED 122. f HONB RED 122.

GAME HEADS MOUNTED
and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Taxidermy
gArtistic

I

boy, Is in jail
Johnson, a
at Albuquerque on a charge of vag
rancy, naving been arrested yesterday
at tfhe Santa Fe depot by a Santa Fe
officer. It is alleged that Johnson
"mooches" money from passengers on
the trains and that he has also a habit of wandering through Pullman cars
in the night time asking for financial
assistance. It is said that Johnson
has been in police court several times
before and an effort will probably be
made to send him to the territorial
reform school.
Work at Sugarite Mine The new
tipple and chute at the Sugarite mine
near Raton will be completed this
week and the dumping of coal will
be under wa"y by tho first of the coming week. The two entries are 300
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LABHDRY

For Best Laundry Work

A good workman uses good tools. Good tools cost no more than
poor tools. With the best tools neither workman nor tools lose the
temper. The tools we sell are sharp and remain sharp. While our
tools are even tempered, our p rices are right. No sharp practice
used by us, only to plane down the price.

Hit's Hardware

Funeral Directors &
Licansed Embalmers

r a inn
mrrr
Hardware C0.&

We haven.

WHOLESALE

!

AND RETAIL

em-b'.e-

voody's hack like

;

TO

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.

Screened

Wood

RATON
YANKEE'

Lump

CERR1LL08

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithir g Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling,

MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Near A. T. A S. F. Depot

Telephone

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

Ali kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.
International Stock Food

LEO

ni7

nagat

HERSCH

$5.00

FARE

j

KERR'S

i

'

PLAZA BARBERSHOP

j

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURANCE
As a Protection for yourself demand anAbBtract Do youlkuow whether
you have an absolutei. title tc'ithe property uhlch vcuJugVIi.wiiT

"Vmkcd

?"10-

-

Catron Block

THE SANTA FE ABSTBACT

Realty

&?

Insn-anc-

e

Agencyj

Santa Fe, N, M

Ttl Black

76

i9

Santa

one-nint- h

i
I

ZBi$lzPro,

in.,

uinir

nM

ii.

intern-iuUuiuM-

YGPJTZ

LhtPH..

WATCHES

JEWELRY
and Silverware
Cut Class,
mmmmm,mmm

i

jt

nt

F-j- L

W My
successfully.

Call up

'Phone 9

When In Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES

RIGHT.

;

patlon

Do

-

m

you Send tor the doctor

there is sickness

he is tne one who, through ttudy and
training, is best fitted to treat the illne ss
THAT'S HIS BUSINESS.

Dm Caspar Avenut

CHAS. CLOSSON

i

mm

p C Cd U S 6
D

j

Fin Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

j

MEXICAN FILIGREE

fjfam. wmtmmmmm

u.uF..

LIVERY STABLE

in

I

v.v

vnen

the house?

- Diirmrtrr " to compound., identically
SI 1165 5 the medicine your doctor orUUl Dll
A-

And we are the best fitted ihrough education, ex.
perience, and facility, to do his b'ddind.
ders.

BRING EVERY PRESCRIPTION TO US FOR RESULTS

ZOOK'S PHARMACY

pe
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NTS
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front
Toom for gentleman.
Inquire "M"
office.

Physician Sounds Warning to One of Weirdest and Strang
est Villages on the Entire
New Mexico Medical AssoContinent
ciation at Albuquerque

Six room modern
Apply O. C. Watson & BIG

RENT

FOR

brick cottage.
Co.

THE AGQMAS

LE GSLATION

H.

WANTED Fresh Jersey cow.
H. Dormaii, College street.

this

OF

Furnished room, hath,
electric lights and steam heat Address "400," care New Mexican.
FOR RENT

TYPEWRITERS
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platentB furnished. Ribbons and supplies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and iypewrlters guar
anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Exchange. Phone Black 231.

BY

SMOKER

THE

ELKS

THE

ON

MESA

Convention Is Old Church

Attendance at the
Large Over One Hundred
Being Present.

ENCIT1DH

That Has Seen the

Stormy Days Abandoned
Convent Stands Near It.

N. M., Sept. 30.
(Indian School Journal.)
warrant against the possibilities
There is no more weird and strange
of freak legislation in the new .state
in the world than Acoma, said
of New Mexico as affecting the med- place
a
tihis
traveler who haunts the
sounded
was
ical profession
morning in the annuel address of the
places in the southwest.
president of the New Mexico Medical In the first place hardly any tourists
Association delivered by the President Dr. John W. Elder of this city are ever seen there. It is off the beaten trail, and though only a
before the association.
The speaker made a strong recom- journey from the pueblo of Laguna,
mendation for the placing of careful, which is on the transcontinental line
conservative conscientious men on of railway, Acoma is as remote from
the committees on public policy and civilization as it was when discovered
legislation, in the work of securing 300 years ago. I suppose that not over
good laws in the new state for "doc- a dozen white men call at Acoma in
tor and petient" whose interests the the course of a year.
It is a hard trip over there across
speaker said were identical. He pleaded for laws to raise the standard of the hot desert, and the Acomans, who
the profession which "could not be belong to the Queres tribe, are none
overthrown in one day by a popular too hospitable to the stranger within
election securing tine enactment of the gates. Unless you have a pull
some freak legislation which would with the
"gobernador," or governor
throw the doors wide open to quack- and
poobah of the pueblo, you
general
ery." The president paid his respects
well
as
make up your mind to
might
s
to legislative or other cure-allbeau
good-byas son as you have said
tiful in theory, which he compared to say
the rose as fair to look upon but formal "hello," because you'll be
found on closer acquaintance to have given to understand, and very plainly, that you are not wanted.
"nasty jaggers."
1 here's not much of anything of inThe address of the president reviewed the history of organization terest before you reach Acoma. You
of the medical profession since 1882 are beginning to nod in the wagon,
when the first society of New Mexi- when suddenly you are aware there
co doctors was formed in Las Vegas has seemed to shoot up out of the
This was incorporated in 1885 as the plain a wonderful mesa, on the top of
New Mexico Medical Society.
The which is a town, looking not unlike a
Bernalillo county organization dates sprawley sort of castle. The mesa is
from the year 1891.
'n the southwest corner of. a huge
The session opened in the Com- basin, four miles wide and ten miles
mercial Club this morning and after long, and open from the northwest
organization addresses of welcome only. The general altitude of the
and responses and the address of the basin is about
7,500 feet, and the mesa
president, the association adjourned shoots up from 200 to 250 feet, right
1
o'clock. The afternoon was
until
versent In the hearing of papers on tech- out of the desert, the sides being
The top of the
or
tical
overhanging.
nical subjects. A big smoker by the
of de
Elks at the Elks theater In the even- mesa consists of about 300 acres
induced any one
nuded
what
and
rock,
tlhe
ended
first day's program. The
ing
attendance Is large over a hundred to build a town there Is one of those
visiting physicians now being in at- little mysteries that even the
will have a hard time making
tendance.
clear to you. But in all probability the
pueblo was built there for purpose of
GREAT WEALTH ROLLS
Albuquerque,

A

d

half-day'- s

CARDS

PROFESSIONAL

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.:
Chas. R. Easley.
Chas. F. Easley,
Estancia.
Santa Fe.
EASLEY & EASLEY,
Attorneys at Law.
.

.

E. C. ABBOTT
Attorney-at-La-

Practice n the District and Su
Prompt and careful
ipreme Courts.
attention given to all business,
New Mexlce
fianta Fe,
CATRON & CATRON
Attorneys and Counsel
Office: Catron Block
New Mexlce
Santa Fe,

....

lon-at-La-

HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Attorney vat-LaPractice In the District Courts as
'well as befora the Supreme Court of

the territory.

lias
A.

Cruces.

B.

New Mexico

-

RENEHAN & DAVIES
E. P. Davie
Renehan
Attorneys-at-La-

Practice in the Supreme and District Courts. Mln.ng and Land Law a
specialty.

Office in Cacron Block.

.

Santa Fe

-

New Mexico

-

-

G. W. PRICHARD

Attorney

and

WILLIAM McKEAN
Attorney-at-La-

Mining and Land Law.
New Mexico
R. W. WITTMAN

Draftsman
Copies furnished of records on file
in the TJ. S. Surveyo'- General's Office
Santa Fe,
New Mexico

....

PROBERT

& COMPANY

Investments
Lands, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
Money Loaned for Investors.
We have for sale general stocks of
Merchandise, Retail Lumber Yard and
other Business Opportunities throughout Taos county.
Bank References Furnished.
'
New Mexico.
Taos,
C. W. G. WARD

Territorial District Attorney
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
Las Vegas,

-

-

New Mexico

EDWARD C. WADE
Attorney-at-La-

Practices in the Supreme and Dls
trict Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Court and before the TJ. S.
Surveyor General

and

U.

S.

Land

Offices.

Las Cruces

cor-rale-

ALFALFA

New Mexico

TIMETABLE ALL

Three Sections of California Flyer
Loaded Down to Guards with Bank-er-s
Arriver In Albuquerque.
Albuquerque, N. M.,
buquerque was again

Leave Santa Fe at 8:10 a. m. to connect with No. 10 from the south and
west, also No. 3 from the east, returning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 4 p. m. to connect with No. 1
also takes
d
passpassengers for No. 2
ing Lamy at 6:30 p. m. Returning
arrive at Santa Fe 6:30 p. m. wijfh No.
l's connection only.
Leave Santa Fe at 7:20 p. m. to connect with Nos. 7 and 9
Returnand Nos. 4 and 8
ing arrive at Santa Fe 11:10 n. m.
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
Train leaves for the north at 10:16

"

Sept. 30. Aldeluged with
wealth this morning between 11 and
12 o'clock when three palatial special trains, part of the New York Central lines excursion to the bankers
convention at Los Angeles rolled in
from the east. These three trains
were the "Blue Special," "Green Special" and "White Special," all running
as sections of California Limited train
No. 3 which arrived after the others.
All three sections were long, heavy
trains of eleven and twelve cars Including the baggage and diner, and
each disgorged a merry crowd of magnates, their "wives and daughters and
relatives who filled up the hotel and
the Harvey Curio rooms and overflowed all over the city during the
hour or so that each train remained.
In the "Green Special" was Hon.
Lee McClung, treasurer of the United
States, the statement that he was on
a previous train being an error. The
third train to arrive also carried G.
W. Higgins, general passenger agent
of the New York Central lines, F. M.
Lahm another representative of this
road being on the second train. The
other passenger representatives in
charge were A, E. Bralnard and
Clarence

LOCAL TRAINS

LA MY.

Eaton.

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS
HAS 2,000 STUDENTS.
Indication of What the Future Should
, Hold for New Mexico's State
Educational Institutions.

west-bonn-

Austin, Texas,, Sept. 30. Matriculation of students at the opening of
the University of Texas at Austin
brings the enrollment up to 2,000, the
largest, it is said, in the history of
imthe organization.
Expensive
provements have been made to the
buildings and a complete new heating
plant installed. A new library build
ing is being pushed to completion at
a cost of a quarter of a million dol.
am.
lars. This- Is a state institution sup
Train arrives from the north at 3:36 ported partly by annual appropriap. m.
tions by the legislature and partly by
of public
the splendid endowment
New Mexico Central.
lands which was retained for educaTrain leaves Santa Fe at 7:30 a. m. tional purposes when Texas entered
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 8 p. m. the Union.
east-boun-

.

west-boun-

east-boun-

'..

RIDE IN THE MOON

fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
Notice for Publication,

SANTA FE GARAGE

'Palace Ave.

Ct Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 27, 1910, viz: Jose Garcia, transferee of Alonzo Dunn, of Cuba, N. M.,
for the tract 1, Sec. 20, and tract 2,
Sees. 20 and 29. T. 21 N., R.1W,N.
M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the sur
vey of the township, viz:
Jose A. Archlbeque, Francis A.
Jose R. Montoya, J. J. Salazar,
til of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations of
the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
Lu-cer-

FARM.

-

above-mentione-d
cross-exami-

Notice

for Publication.
(013807)

Coal Jemez Forest.
Small Holding Claim No. 3241.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.

year.
Dry year plowing in the fall is
not detrimental, provided the ground
is not planted until spring. The tilth
of the soil at time of plowing matters
nothing, but at time of planting it mat
ters everything.
The best time to plant Is usually
about the 20th of April. Late planting is dangerous for all small seeds
which have to be planted near the
surface, for in (hot weather the top
inch or two dies out very quickly, and
If the seeds sprout and the next rain

Santa Fe,

has filed
lowing
tice of his intention to make final
proof In support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3.,
1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 27, 1910, viz: Noberto Garcia,
transferee of Alonzo Dunn, of Cuba, N.
M., for the claim 3241, being tracts 1,
2 and 3, in Sec. 20, T. 21 N., R. 1 W.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
Jose A. Archlbeque, Francisco A.
Lucero, Jose R. Montoya, J. J. Salazar, all of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of .said proof, or
who knows
of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.

above-mentione-

cross-examin- e

j

,

j

:

m

OR

Laxative Fndt Syrup
A CO.

buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
ed and modern lr all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A Flnlay
For particulars an! 'Illustrated catalogue
address
COL. JAS. W. WILL80N.

I

Superintendent.

ROSWELL AUTO CO. ROSWELL NEW MEX
the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
Sperlal automobiles furnished to
late any number of passengers
to make special connections with any
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Tor
ranee for Santa Fe, N. M., by communicating with Manager of the Roswell Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
In Vaughan at 6 p. m.
least 24 hours in advance. Rate tot
Baggage allowance of 50 lbs. toy ' eclal $40.00 to accommodate four ot
each regular ticket, excess baggage at itwer passengers to either point

Carrying the U. S. mail aw "pasand
sengers between Vaughn, N.
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads
and the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive
in Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a. m. arrive
'

J. W. STOCKARD, manager

sito Martinez, for the claim

4309 in
Sec. 7, T. 20 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz:
J. J. Salazar, Elias Sanchez, E. A.
Miera, Apolonio Martinez, all of Cuba,
N. M.

Sept 6, 1910.
Any person who desires to protest
Notice is hereby given that the fol
the allowance of said proof,
against
named claimant
no-

foot-hole-

S

J

Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of suy Uilltary School lu the Union. Located
on the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West fct an e'evatlon of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine every dsy, but
Ittte rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all gradueastern colleges. Ten
ates from stardard

N. M.,

cross-exami-

RTRIPLING-PURROW-

14

S.

above-mentione-d

FUasan to 'alia

"We- -

x

Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M Spt 6, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed notice of Ills intention to make final
proof In support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act oi February 21, 1893 (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.

six-inc-

We repair and care for all makes
GASOLINE AND SUPPLIES.

If

Jemez Forest
Small Holding Claim No. 3241.

is too long in coming the whole stand
may die out before the rootlets can
defense.
the wet dirt down below.
reach
As you approach the mesa you un
can
be .seeded broadcast by band
It
derstand how easy it would be for the or
but the solid wheel drill is
drilled,
to
defend
themselves
Acomans
against not as
for the purpose as the
good
any fttack that might be made upon split wheel, which I am glad to see
them. The main trail Is plainly defin
they are commencing to manufacture
ed. It winds across the desert and for all purposes.
The split wheel
brings you up against the base of the leaves an unpacked Bireak in tlhe seed
mesa between a couple of big groups row for the young .sprouts to come
of sandstone 200 feet high, guarding through and obviates the necessity of
the pass like giants. The trial slopes forcing their way through a crust,
toward these giants, and mules and which is a great advantage when the
horses can make the ascent to the top. rains are few and far between. Ten
There are two other trails, but they pounds to the acre is a good amount
are for foot purposes only, and unless to plant.
It can be seeded broadcast by hand
one has a clear head and Is a good
climber, he doesn't want to tackle or drilled, but the solid wheel drill is
either one of them, as the paths are not as good for the purpose as the
cut In solid rock, and in some places split wheel, whidh I am glad to see
s
in the side of they are commencing to manufacture
are merely
for all purposes. The split wheel
the precipice.
leaves an
streak In the seed
Notice for Publication.
Long hies of Indian girls are pass row for unpacked
the young sprouts to come
all
trails
013788.
day
these
down
Coal Jemez Forest.
and
ing up
through and obviates the necessity of
Small Holding Claim No. 1298.
long, carrying water from the sprimgs forcing their way
through a crust, Department of the Interior,
on the plain below. There is no water which
when the
is a great
Untied States Land Office,
on the top of the mesa, except that rains are few andadvantage
far between. Ten
communvast
In
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 7. 1910.
the
which is collected
to
acre
a
amount
is
the
pounds
good
Notice is hereby given that the folloal basin scooped in the sandstone. In to plant.
claimant has filed notime of droutu this basin is as dry as
In 1908 we had two feet four inches wing-named
a bone, and all the water that is used of moist soil to .start with. We plant- tice of his intention to make final
by the Acomans Is brought up from ed April 15th; a soft snow May 4 proof in support of his claim under
the plain below in gaily decorated wa- brought it up, a light rain May 15th sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
ter jars that are balanced on the helped it along, then it turned dry and 3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
did not rain again until July 29, a by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
heads of the Acoma maidens.
The town Itself, when once you have total of 10 weeks' drouth, and we Stats., 470), and that said proof will
reached the top of the mesa, is some- had a fine stand. We cut, weeds and be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
S. Ct. Comr. at Cuba, N. M., on Octothing never to be forgotten. It is ail, in August, leaving it on the ber
29, 1910, viz: Francisco Atencio,
built after the style of most pueblo vil- ground.
of Cuba, N. M., for Claim in Sec. 34, T.
adobe.
can
of
Alfalfa
be
rows
in
houses
and
planted
being
the
all
lages,
Some of them are three stories in cultivated as often as necessary, but 21 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
when
in the ordinary way it
height, the upper floors being reached can beplanted
four times in the to prove his actual continuous adcultivated
leanhare
whic
always
ladders
the
by
verse possession of said tract for
season, which is as often
ing against the walls and which add eral run of farmers will as the gen
cultivate any- twenty years next preceding the sursuch a picturesque effect to every
thing. The first year it can be ligthtty vey of the township, viz:
pueblo. There are three long rows harowed
in the fall or if not very
Vinton Casadas,
Felipe Atencio,
communal
ten
of buildings, with
large
can
it
left
be
if
J.
for
large
J,
alone,
Ledesma,
Reyes
it
Salazar, all of
are
The streets and alleys
houses.
lives until August it will hold Its own Cuba, N. M.
very narrow, and when looking down anyway. The next
it can be Any person who desires to protest
them one always gets the wonderful harrowed, before spring and after
sprouting
against the allowance of said proof, or
effect of distance for the vision leaps each
After the second year, who knows of any substantial reason
cutting.
right off the edge of the mesa and out the disc may be used, cutting deep or nnder the laws and regulations of the
on the plain, no matter which way shallow, according to the size of the
Interior Department why such proof
you look. Some of the houses are built plants.
should not be allowed will be given an
Farmers sometimes complain that opportunity at the
right on the edge of the cliu, and as
d
nearly all the Acomans sleep on the after a year or two their alfalfa dies time and place to
the
summer
the
out There are two reasons for this, witnesses of said claimant, and to ofroof, especially during
months, it is a wonder that some of j One Is sbalow soil with a poor sub- fer evidence in rebuttal of that subthem do not roll oft or step oft when soil; Mae other Is not conserving mitted by claimant.
walking in their sleep and dash them- enough moisture at the start to allow
MANUEL R. OTERO,
selves to pieces 300 feet below. When the roots to penetrate deeply enough
Register.
the stranger wakes in the morning, af- into the subsoil to become thoroughly
ter his nap on the roof of one of these established. The Idea is this, after a
Notice for Publication.
dwellings and finds himself on the crop is started it uses up about all
(013773)
the
as
it
comes
moisture
and there is
Coal Jemez Forest
verge of such a tremendous descent,
over.
If there is no re-- I
he is apt to plead for sleeping quart- very little left
Small Holding Claim No. 4309.
serve of moisture accumulated before
of the Interior,
ers that are less airy.
Department
United States Land Office.
If you are fortunate enough to be in 'planting the subsoil never becomes
roots
saturated
the
and
can
never
get
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 6, 1910.
the good graces of the "gobernador," into It. The alfalfa
is living from Notice is hereby given that the folwhose lightest word is law, you will
hand
to mouth and the first dry win lowing named claimant has filed nohave no trouble about accommoda- ter knocks it out.
tice of his Intention to make final
tions. You will be taken into an
It is tlhe same with any crop. The proof in support of his claim under
Acoma family, and given a good meal normal
length of the roots of small sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
of tortillas, meat and syrup, and then 'grain, for
instance, is somewhere 3, 1891 (26 Stats, 854), as amended
everybody will sit around and smoke about four feet, but if a man who nev21, 1893 (27
by the act of
cigarettes and discuss you in Span- er conserves moisture plows only six j Stats., 470), andFebruary
that said proof will
more
used
which
is
the
ish,
language
inches, his subsoil is bound to be dry, ;be made before Juan C.
U.
than the native Queres tongue. The the roots do not go Into it and he is S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N.Sandoval,
M., on Oc
Acomans are
Inveterate cigarette trying to grow a four-foroot in a tober 28, 1910, viz: Manuel Sanchez,
h
smokers, and manufacture a peculiar
.space.
of Cuba, N. M., transferee of Tran- -

Cures Biliousness, Sick
Headache, Sour Stomach, Torpid Liver and
Chronic Constipation.

lf.7v'i.'2

(013806)

,

$1,500

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO,

"The West Point of the Southwest"
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Army Inspector RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

Coal

j

30 H. P.

New Mexico Military Institute

Kos-wel-

How One Farmer Succeeded in Securing Good Crops By Scientific
Culture.
R- Parsons.)
B.
(By
The art of raising alfalfa without
irrigation is to accumulate sufficient
moisture in the subsoil and then get
the roots down into It. Two to three
feet of moisture will carry the alfalfa
a whole year and insure a stand
whether it rains or not. By plowing
in the fall 10 inches deep we ran usually conserve this amount of moisture
by springtime. But for those who
plow only six or seven inches deep it
is better to fallow the land a whole

e

BY LONELY

TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connection made with Automobile
Una at Vaughn
for Roswell, dally 3
l
Automobile leaves Vaughn for
at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Roswell at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
and arrives at Vaughn ft 6 p. m. The

RAISED ON
A DRY

arch-aelogl-

Coneellor-at-La-

Practice in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court
Office: Laughlln Blk Santo Fe, N. M.

Taos

kind of smoke from tobacco and corn
husk available wherever you go, and
these are used by the community. In
fact, all the Pueblo Indians,
though they belong to varying tribes,
are communists, and the work of the
Individual goes to the general fund.
At night the herds of burros, goats
and rows are driven in by the boys
who act as herders, and the sight is
something never to be forgotten. The
brilliant colors of a New Mexican sunset light up the pastoral scene like a
hugh painting. In fact, morning, noon
or night, Acoma will prove a delight
to the painter, for there is a wonderful
picture no matter which way you look.
The burros and cows are brought to
t!ie summit of the mesa and turned
d
into corrals, while the goats are
at the foot of the cliffs, where
they will be sate from attack from any
wild beast The rude carts, plows
and other farm machinery are stored
among the hollows in the rock at the
bottom of the cliffs.
Tlere is an old church at Acoma
that has seen strenuous times, u is
nitnntpd on the southeast corner of
the mesa, apart from the town, and is
40 feet high and 150 feet long, and
the adobe walls that compose it are
seven feet thick. There is an abandoned convent near it. This church was
built by the Spaniards, who conquered
Aroma in the days of the Conqulsta- dores. Coronado stormed the mesa
and captured tie town in 1541.

PAGE THRE&

Cleanses the system
thoroughly and clean
sallow complexions oi
pimples and blotches.
It U

mrantad

or who knows of any substantial rea-fo- n
under the laws and regulations of
the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
d
given an opportunity at the
e
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant
above-mentionecross-examin-

MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
Notice

for Publication.
(013832)

Coal Land Jemez Forest.
Small Holding Claim No. 4305.
Department of the Interior.
United. States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 5, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the fol
lowing named claimant has filed no
tice of his intention to make final
proof In support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 24, 1910, viz: Antonio Salazar, of
Cuba, N. M., for the claim in Sec. 14,
T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz: "
Jose Jeronimo Aragon, Mauriclo
Sanchez, Doiiaclano Lucero, all of
Cuba, N. M., and Juan A. Parraz, of
Senorito, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
d
given an opportunity at the
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

tlce of bis intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 24, 1910, viz: Jose R. Montoya, of Cuba, N. M., for the claim
4352, in Sees. 28 and 29. T. 21 N.,
R 1 W., N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz:
J. J. Salazar, Dionlclo McCoy,
Romero, Ciriaco C. de Baca, all
of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such.
proof should not be allowed will be
d
given an opportunity at tlhe
time and place to cross-examine the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
ot that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Tran-quiiin-

o

above-mentione-

Register.
Notice for Publication.
(013844)
Coal Land Jemez Forest
Small Holding Claim No. 4375.
Department of the Interior,

United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept 6, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the fol
lowing named claimant has filed no
tice of his Intention to make final
proof In support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of Marda
3, 1891 (26 Stats.. 854). as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
totals., 470) and that said Droof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
b. Ct Comr, at Cuba. N. M.. on Oc
tober 24, 1910, viz: Juan Montoya 7
Montoya, of Cuba, N. M., for the
claim 4375 in Sees. 15 and 16, T. 21
N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous ad
verse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the sur
vey of the township, viz:
M. Reyes Lucero. Jose Andrea Ai.
chibeque, Marcellno Salazar, Francis
Aragon, all of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to nrotnnt
against the allowance of said proof, or
Register. wno knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
Notice for Publication.
of the Interior Department why such
(013821)
proor snouia not be allowed will be
Coal Jemez Forest
given an Opportunity at the shorn.
Small Holding Claim No. 3260.
mentioned time and piace to cross- Department of the Interior.
examine one witnesses of said claimUnited States Land Office.
ant and to offer evidence In rebuttal
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 5, 1910.
of that submitted by claimant
Notice is hereby given that the fol
MANUEL R. OTERO.
lowing named claimant has filed noRegister.
tice of his intention to make final
of
in
claim
his
under
proof
Notlce for Publication.
support
sections 16 and 17 of Uie act of March
(013783.)
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854). as amended by
Coal Land Jemea Forest
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.
Small Holding Claim No. 1288.
470), and that said proof will be made Department of the Interior,
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct.
United States Land Office,
Comr., Cuba, N. M., on October 26
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept 5, 1910.
1910, viz: Jose Francisco Aragon, of
Notice is hereby given that the folloCuba, N. M., for the clalrt 3260, in wing-named
claimant hag filed nosees. 19 and 20, T. 21 N., E.1W,N, tice ot
his Intention to make final
M. P. M.
in support ot his claim under
He names the following witnesses proof
16 and 17 of the act of March
to prove his actual continuous adverse sections
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
possession of said tract for twenty the act of
February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
years next preceding the survey of
470), and that said proof will be made
the township, viz:
M. Reyes Lucero, J. J. Salazar, Apo before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct
lonio Martinez, Pulador Martinez, all Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 24.
1910, viz: Francisco Aragon, of Cuba,
of Cuba, N. M.
N M.. for the claim 1288, in Sees. 19
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof, and 20, T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations of to prove his actual continuous adverse
the Interior Department why such possession of said tract for twenty
proof should not be allowed will be years next preceding the survey or
the township, viz:
at the
given an opportunity
J. J .Salazar, Jose Ramon Montoya,
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant Marcelino Salazar, Ciriaco C. de Baca,
and to offer evidence In rebuttal of all of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desWs to protest
that submitted by claimant
MANUEL R. OTERO,
against the allowance of said proof,
Register. or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
Notice for Publication.
proof should not be allowed will be
(013841)
given an opportunity at the
Coal Land Jemez Forest
time and place to
Small Holding Claim No. 4352.
the witnesses of said claimant,
Department of the Interior,
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept 5, 1910.
that submitted by claimant
Notice Is hereby given that the folMANUEL R. OTERO,
lowing named claimant has filed no- - if ufe.
Register.
above-mentionecross-exami-

above-mentione-

cross-exami-

above-mentione- d

cross-examin- e

.
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f E NEW MEXICAN,

THE SAXTA
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FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 1910.

SANTA FB, N. M.

If you want anything on earth try Interior Department why such proof
THE LESSON NOT LEARNED.
should not be allowed will be given an
It seems that but few of the dry a New Mexican Want Ad.
opportunity at the
farmers in New Mexico have learned
the
time and place to
"HE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
Notice
Publication.
for
and
drouth
their lesson which the
witnesses of said claimant, and to of-- :
P.
FRANK
STURGES,
(0137S0.)
PAUL. A. F. WALTiiR,
the past four years
fer evidence In rebuttal of that sub- Vice President. crop failures of
Editor and President.
Coal Land Jemez Forest.
mitted by claimant.
But
them.
should
have
taught
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
Small Holding Claim No. 4372.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
any fall plowing or are mak- Department of the Interior,
doing
Register,
tiie SuoU Fe Postofflce.
Entered as Second Class Matter
reand
store
to
United States Land Office,
ing any preparations
$3.50 tain the winter moisture in their soil.
SATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months by mail
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 5, 1910.
Notice for Publication.
25
leavare
Notice
can
is hereby given that the follo- Republication.
i)aily per week by carrier
2.00
who
All
away
get
those
per
year
Weekly,
75
Daily, per month, by carrier....
ex- wing-named
claimant has filed no1.00 ing for the winter and spring,
Not Coal Jemez Forest.
65 Weekly, six months
Daily, per month, by mail
tice of his Intention to make final Department of the Interior,
or
.50
June,
next
return
to
May
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
pecting
Daily, per year, by mail
U. S. Land Office Santa Fe, N. M.
proof in support of his claim under
to scatter their seed in the old fash- sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
September 6, 1910.
land
OFFICIAL PAPER CF SANTA FE COUNTY.
ioned way on the freshly plowed
3, 1891 (2G Stats., 854), as amended by
Notice Is hereby given that Juan M.
in .New Mexico. I. is sent to and then sitting down expect a good the act of February 21, 1S93 (27 State., Velasquez, of Coyote, N. MM who, on
The New Mexican is the oldest
will be made July 27, '08, and June 30, 1910, made
)
crop. Dry farming on that basis, of 470), and that said proof
every postoffloe in the Territory, and has a large and growing fc'rculatl)
U. S. Ct. Homestead entries 0467 ' and No.
C.
before
Juan
Sandoval,
it
will fail. It will do worse,
NE
NE
NW
unions the intelligent aad progressive people of the Southwest.
N. M on October 25, 013711 for SE
at
Cuba,
Comr.,
will discourage others who if taught 1910, viz: Mauricio Sanchez, of Cuba,
S.W
S
NE
NE
NE
N
NE
Sec. 19, and
the proper practice would succeed. N. M., for the claim 4372 in Sec. 7,
SE
N Wl-- and NW
NE
Certain well defined principles under- T. 29 N R. 1 W., and Sec. 12, T. 20 W
NW
of
section
M.
20, township 21 N,
2
acM.
R.
N.
P.
N.,
on
Which
that
W.,
lie dry farming
He names the following witnesses range 3 E, N. M. P. Meridian, has
farmscientific
called
was
far
and
there
is
count
also
of
Mexico,
part
WHO PAYS THE FREIGHT?
adverse filed notice of intention to make final
more reason to believe then that poly- - ing, conditions without which suc- - to prove his actual continuous
for twenty five year proof, to establish claim to
tract
It is an irrefutable axiom ot politicof
said
possession
gamy had found a permanent refuge cegs
wlth the dice
& mere gamble
years next preceding the survey of the the land above described, before Ellal economy that Hie consumer pays aim Laut'i iiin ie man iufie
nuw i
seo
at
an
clerk
Tierra
Lucero,
probate
the
Says
viz:
player.
township,
the cost of every product, of every think that it will have a permanent loaded against
v
Vicente Sanchez. Manuel Sanchez, Amarilla, N. M., on the 25th day of
Idaho letter:
service, that ihe cost must be met by abiding place in northern Mexico.
1910.
farmOneida
dry
county
east
In
Sam
the
the
governWiggins, Elias Sanchez, all of October,
rewhether
matter
no
beliefs
"Ill spite of the peculiar
him
Claimant names as witnesses:
interest-ins- :
same
are
there
M.
N.
whether
or
Cuba,
district,
ing
ment runs all industries,
garding marriage the Mormons have
Piacido Archuleta, Luciano de Her- and convincing corroboration!
Any person who desires to protest
there is free and unlimited competi- some very desirable qualities as
Florencio Vigil, Ygnacio Trujilio,
rera,
It
theories
the accepted ai uuming
against the allowance of said proof,
tion or whether the trusts have the ninnppvs and it is
like the present one that oi who knows of any substantial rea- all of Coyote, N. M.
a
,
is
the
year
.,QC,,,.
law
The
put
hand.
may
t,winp
upper
MANUEL R. OTERO,
or the son under the laws and regulations
screws on the big combinations, may secure good colonists that has led brings to light the excellence
meth
Register.
farmer's
of
mfPiMnrtv
the
such
dry
in
but
fix
of the Interior Department why
them to open the doors of the repub
prices,
regulate rotes, may
ods, in the vicinities of Dayton, Bat- proof should not he allowed will be
the end, the axiom of political econo- lic to the Mormons.
Notice for Publication.
an opportunity at the
"But the suppression of polygamy tle Creek and Glendale the
my will assert itself, will dominate,
ba- given
e
time and place to
(013792.)
that the cost is paid by the consum- in rtah was due not so much to tne spring grains wheat, cats and
in fact,
Coal Land Jemez Forest.
of said claimant,
public. superior moral and religious stand- - rleyhave done very badly;
the
witnesses
er, and that is the general
are com- and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
Small Holding Claim No. 1305.
This explains while all the prosecu- aids of a neighboring people as it was most of the spring grains
few
claimant.
tions and convictions of beef trust .o the social, industrial and intellect- plete failures this year. The
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Mr. Fowler has one silver as- lowing-nameNotice for Publication.
endall, Philadelphia; Clem Russell, T. geld.
Small Holding Claim No. 3241.
1800 ounces and another of tice of his intention to make final
of
(013846)
Den
say
Miss
and
TunBboy,
L. Tunsboy
For Rates and full information address
Coal Jemez Forest.
- $760 to the ton.
proof in support ot his claim under Department of the Interior,
ver; H. L. Waldo, Las Vegas; H. WarUnited States Land Office,
Small Holding Claim No. 4423.
It seems incredible that such a sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
EUGENE A. FOX,
field, Chicago; C. R. Brown, xoronio,
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept 6, 1910,
of the Interior,
should have lain so long 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
Department
proposition
D.'
Denver.
J.
Mooney,
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
United States Land Office.
within 23 miles of the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
and
undeveloped,
A.
Claire.
G.F.&P.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept 7, 1910.
claimant has filed no
470), and that said proof will be made lowing-nameB. S. a railroad.
1
R. Keller, Alameda, Calif.;
Paso Texas.
Notice is hereby given that the folcame from Mexico before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct. tice of his intention to make final
The
Spaniards
M.
Blackward,
J.
Phillips, Buckman;
to what is now United States to Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 28, proof In support of his claim under lowing named claimant has filed noNew Jersey; W. O. Duvall, Denver; S. mine in their regime and today the 1910, viz: Jose de Jesus Herrera, ot sections 16 and 17 of the act of March tice of his Intention to make final
Frank, Espanola.
Americans go from the United States Cuba, N. M., tor the claim 4341, in
1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by proof in support of his claim under
to Old Mexico to mine.
Gregg's.
Sec. 2, T. 20 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats. sections 16 and 17 of the act of
Kauff-manT. M. Wilson, Moriarty; J. C.
He names the following witnesses 470), and that said proof will be made March 3, 1891 (26 Stats. 854), as
Gilbert Shepler, Shirl Kauff-manto
prove his actual continuous adverse before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct, amended by the act of February 21,
TODAY
AGO
YEARS
20
ot said tract for twenty Comr., at Cuba, N. M., cn October 27, 1893 (27 Stats, 470), and that said
Centre, Colo.; Mabel Anderson,
possession
From the New Mexican ot this date
next preceding the survey of 1910, viz: Juan Jose Salazar .trans proof will be made before Juan C.
Chicago; R. E. Pace, Denver.
years
1890.
Coronado.
feree of Alanzo Dunn, Cuba, N. M., for Sandoval, U. S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba,
the township, viz:
N M., on October 29, 1910. viz.: Celso
B.
J.
A. Padia, Senorito, N. M.; Don the tract 1, Sec. 20, and tract 2, Sec.
C. B. Russell, Mountainalr;
Jose
The friends of the constitution, aciano
Sandoval, of Cuba, N. M., for the
N. M.; Reyes 29, T. 21 N R. 1 W.. N. M. P. M.
..
Cuba,
Lucero,
-28 and 29, T. 21
without resyeet to party" affiliation,
Tj
of
He names the following witnesses claim 4423, in sees.
both
A.
Juan
Parras,
Jaramillo,
will hold a monster statehood meet
N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
to
his
N.
continuous
adverse
M.
actual
prove
Senorito,
BURIED TREASURE TROVES
He names the following witnesses
ing in this city on Monday evening
IN NEW MEXICO. next. There will also be a torchligiht
Any persons who desires to protest possession ot said tract for twenty to prove his actual continuous adverse
the allowance of said proof, years next preceding the survey of the
possession of said tract for twenty
procession and every friend of New against
or who knows of any substantial rea township, viz:
years next preceding the survey of
Mines and Workings That Are Being Mexico, its people rich or poor alike,
Mc
Dionlcio
and
son
under the laws
regulations
Tranquilino Romero,
the township, viz.:
are invited to join in the march
Rediscovered in Lincoln
such Coy, Zenon Sandoval. Ciriaco C. de
A. Eichwald, Cristobal Casados, Lu
Come out and step to the tune of of the Interior Department why
County.
not be allowed will be Baca, all of Cuba, N. M.
ciano Gonzales, Eusebio Trujillo, all
progress, wealth and Independence, proof should
above-Any person who desires to protest of Cuba, N. M.
and show the foolish people who are given an opportunity at thecross-e(J. H. Brantley in Carrizozo Outlook.)
to
time
and
the allowance of said proof, or
mentioned
place
against
to
that
to
difficult
their
best
Any person who desires to protest
interests,
opposed
It would be extremely
who knows of any substantial reason
claimant
said
witnesses
of
the
amine
to
are
of
let
and
the allowance of said proof, or
peoyou
willing
ready
against
find another section of the globe
to oifer evidence In rebuttal of under the laws and regulations of the who knows of any substantial reason
tue same area that is richer in tradi ple see how you intend to vote, no and
Interior Department why such proof under the laws and regulations of the
submitted by claimant
tion and legendary history than that matter how severely the managers of that
should not be allowed will be given an Interior
MANUEL R. OTERO,
are
the
Ever
Mexico.
ap
New
campaign
as
Department why such proof
portion knows
Register.
men
lash.
opportunity at the
the
and
Be
discovered
is
should not be allowed will be given an
new
plying
party
an anon something
e
the
time and place to
d
or rediscovered which excites com assert your right to vote as you really
opportunity at the
. Notice for Publication.
witnesses of said claimant and to of time and place to
know your best interests demand;
e
but
for
time,
a
circles
the
ment
certain
in
Liberal Limits and Stopovers
fer evidence in rebuttal of that sub witnesses of
(013784.)
Tony Neis is here from Cerrillos
such occurrances have become so
said claimant, and to ofmitted by claimant
Coal Jemez Forest
fer evidence In rebuttal of that subcommon that they have well nigh today and goes home tonight with an
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Small Holding Claim No. 1293.
ceased to be of interest, even to the arm run of constitutions. He says
mitted by claimant
Register.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT
inquiring mind, to say nothing of the there is no collar on his neck and he Department of the Interior,
United States Land office,
CITY OFFICE IN
average sleepy New Mexican who is of the opinion that Cerrillos will
Register.
Notice for Publication.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 5, 1910.
manifests but little Interest in either send up a handsome majority for the
fol
the
constitution.
that
(01377L)
Is
Notice
ancestry
or
successors,
hereby given
predecessors
NEW MEXICAN BLDd- No registration of the citizens
Is lowing-nameCoal Land Jemez Forest
claimant has filed no
or posterity.
It is a demonstrable
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
at
the statehood tice of his intention to make final
Small Holding Claim No. 4286.
in the dim and for the most required for voting
fact
that
Or Union Depot.
proof In support ot his claim under Department of the Interior,
part unknown past New Mexico was election, October 7.
MASONIC.
United States Land Office,
far more densely populated than it is 'During the past 24 hours there have sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
semibeen
a
on
1910.
and
number
of
M.a
N.
Santa
amended
ancient
5,
as
dogs
poisoned
Fe,
and
1891
that these
by
Sept
3,
now,
(26 Stats. 854),
Montezuma Lodge No
Notice is hereby given that the fol
ancient peoples were civilized to some lower San Francisco street and it Is the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats,
1, A F. & A M. Reg
claimant has filed no
extent, and that aside from following alleged by the owners of several of 470), and that said proof will be made lowing-name- d
mar
communication
the dhase and emulating their more the dogs that the poison was laid in before JuanC. Sandoval, U. S. Ct tice of his intention to make final
first Monday ot eacl
civilized and Christianized .successors the Methodist church yard and on an Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 26, proof in support of his claim under
month a Masonic hail
in an effort to exterminate each oth- adjoining lot. Among those who lost 1910. viz:
Perfecto Martinez, trans sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
at 7.34 p. m.
er, they were also engaged in mining animals that they prized highly are feree ot Juan Martinez, of Cuba, N, 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
.
H. H. LORMAN,
and agricultural pursuits. Evidences C. H. Pierce and Charles Thayer.
1893
and
29
act
1293
in
(27
Sees.
of
21,
the
claim
Stats.,
February
the
M., for
THE TIME:
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 1910
Master.
of their thrift in this direction are to
Acting
made
will
M.
M.
be
1
P.
that
said
N.
470), and
proof
30, T. 21 N., R. W.,
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
be seen to this day throughout the RIVER ON FIRE AT
He names the following witnesses to before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct
THF PLACE
Albuquerque, New Mexico southwest, and especially in New
MARBLE FALLS, TEXAS. prove his actual continuous adverse Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 22.
Santa Fe Chapter No. L
Mexico, so rich in mineral and agriMarble Falls, Texas, Sept. 30. At possession of said tract for twenty 1910. viz: Maria Encarnaclon Gon
THE OCCASION: NEW MEXICO
cultural resources which are practic- Marble Falls, in the San Antonio counR. A. M.
Regular connext preceding the survey ot zales, of Cuba, N. M., for the claim
years
vocation second Monday ot
ally untouched as yet.
is being witnessed the unusual the township, viz:
4286, In Sec. 6, T. 20 N., R. 1 W., N. M,
try,
each month at Masonic
Explorers, scientific and otherwise,
of a river on fire. During
Jose Francisco Aragon, Francisco P. M.
roam the wide world over incurring phenomenon
at 7:30 p. m.
Hall
names
witnesses
Ramos
He
an
the
following
Perea,
to
the
late
Lucero,
Aragon y
heavy rains,
rise, owing
in
untold hardships and dangers,
S.
G.
CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
N,
adverse
his
to
continuous
of
actual
Cuba,
unusual amount of driftwood came Facundo C. de Baca, all
prove
.search" of new objects of interest in
of said tract tor twenty ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
at
M.
down
the
was
possession
and
great
caught
other lands while the great and wonand;
dam now under erection at Marble
Any person who desires to protest years next preceding the survey ot the
derful southwest, so rich in this re- Fe Commandeijr No.
and piled high above the water's against the allowance of said proof, or township, viz:
Falls
Is
GRAND STATEHOOD CELEBRATION
and
overlooked
K.
T.
comparative
Ispect,
Regular conclavt
reason
Her
de
Cristobal
Victor Casados,
The engineers resorted to the who know of any substantial
ly-- speaking, undiscovered in this year edge.
in each
Monday
Maurlclo San
the
of
Antonio
rera,
Casados,
and
to
regulations
rid
the
laws
under
drift
of
method
the
get
SIX SOLID DAYS OF RECREATION, INCLUDING
burning
of our Lord 1910. In this region are
at Vrwnic Hall at
M.
N.
of
such
all
Cuba,
proof
chez,
why
interior
Department
numerous large cities which have of it. The Dam has stood the strain
7:30 p. m.
HIGH CLASS HARNESS AND RUNNING RACES
be given an
Any person who desires to protest
been sleeping in the dust for centuries all right and the drift after burning should not be allowed will
J. A MASSTF. EL
ot
said
BASE BALL TOURNAMENT
the
allowance
proof,
against
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
and from which might be obtained a to the wate's edge will be disposed of opportunity at the
reae
substantial
or
who knows of any
the
TENNIS TOURNAMENT
time and place to
wealth of information, both scientific without damage.
GRAND MILITARY DISPLAY
witnesses of said claimant, and to of- son under the laws and regulations
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
and historic. South of Alamogordo
fer evidence in rebuttal of that sub ot the Interior Department why such 14th degree.
FIRST ANNUAL DOG SaOW
are evidences of quite a river which
Ancient and Accepted
Notice for Publication.
be
will
allowed
be
should
sot
proof
mitted by claimant
GRAND RESOURCES EXPOSITION
once flowed southward through what
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
(013801)
aboveMANUEL R. OTERO,
given an opportunity at the
z
Is now a dry sandy waste. Along the
on the third Monday ot each month
Forest.
mentioned time and place to cross-eEvery species nf new and instructive amusement will be provided
Register.
course of this stream vast areas were
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Small Holding Claim No. 1890.
Including
amine the witnesses of said claimant Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
cultivated and no doubt supported a Department of the Interior,
ot
rebuttal
In
Fourteen hih diss shows aad sensational free acts.
evidence
offer
to
Publication.
and
Notice for
United States Land Office.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are corlarge and prosperous population.
that submitted by claimant
'
(013843.)
"Ruins" of this nature ere quite numFurnished by THE C. W. PARK ER A MUS EMENT CO- Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 5, 1910.
dially Invited to attend.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Coal Jemez Forest
erous all over the territory.
JOHN W. MATES, 82.
Notice is hereby given that the fol
ON
RAILROADS
ALL
BATES
REDUCED
Register.
Small Holding Claim No. 4370.
Near Carrizozo are several of these lowing named claimant has filed noVenerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 82.
(Write the Secretary for Drenalum llatslor other information!
silent cities but It tice of his intention to make final Department of the Interior.
oppressively
Notice for Publication.
United States Land Office,
would appear that because of there proof in support of his claim under
JOHN B.McMANUS
J.B.&RIELLY,
(013836.)
Santa Fe, N. M Sept 6. 1910.
being so near home where we can sections 16 and 17, of the act of
President.
Secretary.
folloCoal Land Jemez Forest
B. P. O. E.
Notice is hereby given that the
lay our hands on them at any time March 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as
Sflflt Pa 1 rAna Kr. AM Tl TJ
T
Small Holding Claim No. 4322.
no one seems to think it worth amended by the act of February 21, wing-named
claimant has filed noholds its regular session on the secwhile to ascertain their Identity and 1893 (27 Stats., 470), and that eald tice of his intention to make final Department ot the Interior,
ond and fourth Wednesday of each
history. If they were on the Sahara proof will be made before Juan C.
in support of his claim under United States Land Office,
five year proof, to establish claim to desert or at the North Pole, John Sandoval, U. S.. Ct Comr., at Cuba, proof
Notice for Publication.
month. Visiting brothers are Invited
Santa Fe. N. ftt Sept B, 1910.
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
the land above described, before Reg D. Astorvelt would long since have N. M.. on October 26, 1910, viz: Ven(06904)
Notice is hereby given that the fol and welcome.
A J. FISCHER,
1891 (26 Stats. 854), as amended by
ister or Receiver, U. S. Land Office, contributed a million or two toward ceslao Miera, of Cuba, N. M, for the 3, act of
Not Coal.
claimant has filed no- J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
21, 1893 (27 Stats. lowing-darnethe
February
M
at
N.
on
21
11th
Santa
the
Fe,
9
and
T.
17,
the
day having them exhumed and catalogued. claim 1890 in Sees. 8,
Interior,
Department of
Secretary.
and that said proof will be made tice of his intention to make final
470),
1910.
of
M.
November,
U. S. Land Office.
That people should manifest a live- N.. R. 1 W., N. M. P.
before Juan C. Sandoval, TJ. S. Ct proof in support of his claim under
Claimant names as witnesses:
lier Interest In things abroad than in
He names the following witnesses Comr.. at Cuba. N. M., on October 28, Section 16 and 17 of the act of March
Santa Fe. N. M., Sept. 10, 1910.
Knights of Pythtaa. Cruz Archuleta, Juan Vianueva, things of a superior quality at home to nrnvfl his actual continuous ad
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights ot
Notice Is hereby given that Pascual
1910, viz: Juan Aragon, transferee of 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
Ventura Anaya, Guadalupe Montoya, is physocologlcal phenomena difficult verse possession of said tract for
Vianueva, of Gaiisteo, N. M., who, on
Perfilla Martlnea. Cuba, N. M., tor the act ot February 21, 1893 (27 Stats. Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
all of Gaiisteo, N. M.
of apprehension as It Is aggravating. twenty years next preceding the sur- the claim In Sees. 19, 20, 29, and 30, 470), and that said proof will be made Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock In I.
August t, 1905, made bomestead enMANUEL R. OTERO,
The adults should have been regis- vey of the township, viz:
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St Visittry (serial 06904), No. 8439, for NW
T. 21 N, R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
Register. tered and the minors enrolled long
J. J. Salazar, Luis G. Ortiz, Ceiso
SB 4 NW
S 2 NE
NE
Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on October 22, ing Knight's Invited to attend.
witnesses
the
names
following
He
AUGUST REINGARDT, O. O.
ago. Just so it has been and still is Sandoval, Reyes Lucero, all of Cuba,
Section 15, Township 13 N
adverse
1910, viz: Nicolas Ballejos, ot Cuba,
continuous
actual
to prove his
JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. 8.
If yon are In need of anything, try as regards mining. Men have been N. M.
84
4322.
Sees.
claim
la
the
for
N.
Range 9 E., N. M. P. Meridian, ha
M.,
tor
twenty
of said tract
seeking fortunes In Alaska, South Any person who desires to protest possession
Died notice of Intention to make final a New Mexican Want Ad.
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ASSOCIATE FORESTER POTTER
TELLS FORESTRY'S AIM.
"To Have Every Acre Used For Purpose For Which it is Best
Adapted."
Speech of A. F. Potter, associate

CHR0I1ICULCERS

21st day of September, 1910, in ac- son under the laws and regulations
cordance with Section 26, Irrigation of the Interior Department why such
Law of 1907, La Joya Land, Irrigation proof should not be allowed will be
and Development Company of Santa given an opportunity at the
e
time and place to
Fe, County of Santa Fe, Territory of
the witnesses of said claimNew Mexico, made en application to
the Territorial Engineer of New ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
Mexico for a permit to appropriate of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
from the public waters of the TerriRegister.
tory of New Mexico.
Such appropriation is to be made
Notice for Publication.
from Rio Grande at a point East bank
of river in Sec. 27, Tp. 23 N, R. 9 E.
(013801)
Coal Jemez Forest.
by means of diversion and 1,000 acres
above-mentione- d

INDICATE BAD BLOOD

for-este- r,

at the National Irrigation Congress, Pueblo, Colo.:
"It is the aim of the forest service
to have every acre of land in the national forests used for the purpose
for which it is best adapted. The increased demand for farm land during
the last few years by new settlers has
brought out the need for making all
the land which is best suited to agriculture available for homestead settlement. The department of agriculture will try to see that American
citizens are not forced to emigrate to
Canada or Mexico because of any
failure of the department to open to
them land at home which they can
properly be permitted to occupy.
of all for"A careful
est boundaries last year was followed
for eliminating
by recommendations
6,250,000 acres of lands along the exterior boundaries of forests. This is
an area larger than Massachusetts or
New Jersey; larger than Connecticut,
Rhode Island and Delaware, combined.
Some of it is very rough and much of
it is suitable only for grazing, but a
considerable part will ultimately be
occupied by homestead settlers. There
some
is, however, a further demand in
localities for the elimination of cultivable timber lands.
"This raises a very difficult problem
because of the strong probability that
heavily timbered land, if opened to
entry, instead of being retained by the
original settlers would pass into the
hands of sawmill men or large owners
of timber. An example is furnished
of
by the results of an elimination
705,000 acres made from the Olympic
national forest, in Washington, in
1900 and 1901. It was made on the
valgrounds that the land was chiefly
uable for agriculture and that settlement of the country was being retarded. Over 180,000 acres reverted to the
government or was secured by the
individuals and
state, but thirty-on- e
corporations now own 318,640 acres,
while 205,080 acres are held by small
owners and original locators purely
as a timber investment.
"These lands, amounting to a total
absoof 523,720 acres, are now lying
and two
companies
Three
idle.
lutely
individuals own over 178,000 acres, in
over 80,000
holdings of from 15,000 to
indicate
not
does
This
each.
acre
much progress in the bona fide settlement of the country. On timber claims
unheld by 100 settlers, the total area
or
570
acres,
der cultivation is only
an average of 5.7 acres to each claim.
"The original law of 1891, authorizof forest reing "the establishment
for
serves, made no provision either othor
for
any
settlement
agricultural
er form of use. The act of June 4,
administration
1897, provided for the
of the reserves under rules and reguof
lations which would allow the use
their resources. It also provided for
lieu selections by persons owning
lands within the forests who felt that
further settlement or development
would be restricted and the value of
diminished.
their, holdings thereby
But it was soon apparent that the
of
greater part of the exchanges were
abandoned agricultural, grazing, and
timber lands, for other lands
of greater value. When the lieu selection law was repealed, in 1905, It was
to
fully realized that it was desirable
have the people who were residing In
the national forests remain there. The
act of June 11, 1906, provided for the
settlement of agricultural lands within the forests.
"This law first of all placed upon
the secretary of agriculture the responsibility of determining the lands
chiefly valuable for agriculture. He
must determine the agricultural value
of the lands as against their value
for forest purposes, and the probability of their actual use for agricultural

Where the blood is pure any wound
or laceration of the flesh heals "by
first intention." This is true because
nature has provided a constituent to
the circulation known as Plasma,
which joins and holds the place together until the fibres and tissues caa
permanently knit and interweave.
Whenever the ulcer becomes chronic
it is because this healing quality of
the blood has been impaired by some
impurity in the circulation, and the
place remains open, infecting all surrounding flesh, until the character of
the circulation is changed. No sore
can heal where the blood is bad ; because the morbid impurities on which
it thrives are constantly deposited
into it by the burdened circulation.
Cleanse the blood and the sore will
heal of its own accord, because then
its very source and foundation will
have been destroyed. S. S. S. cures
Chronic Ulcers of every kind for the
one great reason that it thoroughly
purifies the blood. It goes into the
circulation and removes every particle
oi miectious or
morbid matter,
enriches the corpuscles, and assists nature in
the formation of
the necessary
plasmic qualities
of this vital fluid.
No matter from
what source the impurities of the
blood came, S. S. S. will remove them.
Book on Sores and Ulcers and any
medical advice free to all who write.'
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. Atlanta,

Go

600,-00-

valuable for agricultural than forest
purposes must be examined into in
order that the very purpose for which
the land is listed may not be defeated
by the land passing into the hands of
the timber men instead of to the bona
fide settler.
"It is not the purpose of the department of Agriculture to open all cultivable timber lands to entry immediately upon the removal of the timber in excess of an amount equal to
the agricultural value of the land, unless it is evident that the land will be
permanently more valuable for agricultural use than for forest purposes.
But special attention is being given to
the working out of a practical solution of the problem which presents itself in determining the agricultural
values of cultivated timberland, In
order that just as fast as there is a
bona fide demand for the occupancy
of these lands by actual settlers who
will make their homes upon them, the
lands may be available for the use
which will do the most toward the development of the country and the
most for the permanent good of all
the people."

MARK! 1 REPORT
MONEY AND METALS.
New York, Sept. 30. Call money

per cent; Prime mercantile
s
6 per cent; Mexican
Sugar
45; Amalgamated 641-2- ;
Great Northern
114; Atchison 99
New York Central 113
pfd. 126
Northern Pacific 112; Reading 146
2

3

paper

5

dol-'ar-

2

Union PaSouthern Pacific 114
cific 167
Steel 69; pfd. 117.
New York, Sept. 30. Lead steady

Coper

4371-24-

standard

firm;

spot 12.1012.20; Dec. 12.25
Silver 54.
GRAIN. PORK, LARO AND RIBS.
purposes.
Chicago, Sept. 30. Wheat Dec. 96
"In doing this he muBt be guided by
May 1021-8- .
of
the
of
qualities
the
a study
physical
Corn Dec.
May 515-8- .
and
classification
land and its proper
351-Oats Dec.
May
not by the qualifications of the appll--

481-251-

321-43--

d

feet is to be conveyed to portion of
Sebastian Martin Grant by means of
ditches and there used for irrigation
of 750 acres and domestic use.
The Territorial Engineer will take
this application up for consideration
on the 27th day of December, 1910,
and all persons who may oppose the
granting of the above application
must file their objections substantiated with affidavits (properly backed
with application number), with the
territorial engineer on or before that

date.

VERNON L. SULLIVAN,

Territorial Engineer
NOTICE.

Department of Territorial Engineer.
Number of Application

503.

Santa Fe, N. M, Sept. 28th, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that on the
21st day of September, 1910 in accordance with Section 26, Irrigation
Law of 1907 La Joya Land, Irrigation
and Development Company of Santa
Fe, county of Santa Fe, territory of
New Mexico, made an application to
the Territorial Engineer of New Mexico for a permit to appropriate from
the public waters of the territory of

Small Holding Claim No. 3229.

Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M, Sept. 7, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1S93 (27

Stats, 470), and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
S. Ct. Comr, at Cuba, N. M, on October 29. 1910, viz: Telesfor Sandoval,
transferee of Carlos B. Romero, of
Cuba, N. M, for the claim 3229, in
Sees. 29 and 32, T. 21 N, R. 1 W, N.
M. P. M.
He names tine rollowing witnesses
to prove his actual continuous
ad
oi said tract for
verse possession
twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz:
Cristoval Casados, Tranquillno Romero, Jose Andres Archibeque,
Jaramillo, all of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
e
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Ata-naci- o

New Mexico.
Such appropriation is to be made
from Rio Grande at a point east bank
of river in Sec. 27 Tp. 23 N. R. 9 E,
by means of diversion, and 100 cu. ft.
per sec, and is to be conveyed to Sebastian Martin, San Juan Pueblo and
Register
Santa Cruz Grants by means of ditchNotice for Publication.
es, canals, and there used for irri(013793.)
gation of 10,000 acres and domestic
Coal Jemez Forest.
use.
Small Holding Claim No. 1306.
The Territorial Engineer will take
this application up for consideration Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
on the 27th day of December, 1910,
Santa Fe, N. M, Sept. 6, 1910.
and all persons who may oppose the
Is hereby given that the folNotice
above
application
granting of the
must file their objections substantiat- lowing named claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
ed with affidavits
(propertly backed
proof in support of his claim under
the
with
with application number,)
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
Territorial Engineer on or before that 3, 1891
(26 Stats, 854), as amended
date.
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
VERNON L. SULLIVAN,
Stats, 470), and that, said proof will
Territorial Engineer.
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
S. Ct. Comr, at Cuba, N. M, on OcOctaviana
viz:
Notice for Puuiication.
tober 28,
1910,
C
of
de
transferee
Romero,
(06951)
Pecos. Forest Not Coal Land. ... Jose Antonio Gallegos, for the claim
1306, in Sec. 15, T. 21 N, R. 1 W, N.
Department of the Interior,
M. P. M.
U. S. Land Office.
He names the following witnesses
Santa Fe, N. M, Sept. 10, 1910.
adto prove his actual continuous
Notice is hereby given that
Villes, of Cowles, N. M who, on verse possession of said tract for
Sept. 6, 1905, made homestead entry twenty years next preceding the surSW vey of the township, viz:
(serial 06951), No. 8504, for E
J. J. Salazar, Donaciano Lucero, M.
NW
SE
and Lot 3, Section
1, Township 17 N, Range 12 E, N. M. Reyes Lucero, Zenon Sandoval, all of
P. Meridian, has filed notice of in- Cuba, N. M.
tention to make final five year proof,
Any person who desires to protest
to establish claim to the land above against the allowance of said proof.
ceiver at Santa Fe, N. M.. on the 10th or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
described, before Register and
of the Interior Department why such
of November, 1910.
Claimant names as witneses:
proof should not be allowed will be
Ramon Quintana, Henry Mente, Pa- given an opportunity at the above- blo Gonzales, Caaimiro Galegos, all mentioned time and place to
the witnesses of said claim
of Cowles, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
Register. of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
Notice for fu&I'catlon.
(013796)
Notice for Publication.
Coal Jemez Forest.
(013817)
Small Holding Claim No. 1353.
Coal Jemez Forest.
Department of the Interior,
Small Holding Claim No. 3253.
United States Land Office.
Department of the Interior,
Santa Fe, N. M, Sept. 6, 1910.
United States Land Office.
Notice Is hereby given that the folSanta Fe, N. M, Sept 6, 1910.
lowing named claimant has filed noNotice is hereby given that the fol
tice of his Intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under lowing named claimant has filed nosections 16 and 17 of the act of March tice of his intention to make final
3, 1891 (26 Stats, 854), as amended proof in support of his claim under
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27 sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
Stats, 470), and that said proof will 3, 1891 (26 Stats, 854), as amended
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U. by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
S. Ct. Comr, at Cuba, N. M, on Oc- Stats, 470), and that said proof will
tober 27, 1910, viz: Luciano Gonzales, be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
of Cuba, N. M, for the tract 1, Sec. S. Ct. Comr, at Cuba, N. M, on Oc34, and tract 2, Sees. 27 and 34, T. 21 tober 28, 1910, viz: Donaciano Lucero,
of Cuba, N. M, for the claim 3253, In
N, R. 1. W.
He names the following witnesses tract 1, Sees. 21 and 28, tract 2, Sees
to prove his continuous adverse pos- 28 and 29, all in T. 21 N, R. 1 W, N.
session of said tract for twenty years M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
next preceding the survey of the
to prove his actual continuous ad
township, viz.:
verse possession of said tract for
J. J. Salazar, Dloniclo McCoy,
Romero, Pulidor Martinez, all twenty years next preceding the survey of tie township, viz:
of Cuba, N. M.
Dionicio McCoy, Victor Casano, Cel-s- o
Any person who desires to protest
Sandoval, Jose Andres Archibeque,
of
said
allowance
proof,
against the
or who knows of any substantial rea- all of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
son under the laws and regulations of
the Interior Department why such against the allowance of said proof,
proof should not be allowed will be or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
given an opportunity at the
e of the Interior Department why such
time and place to
the witnesses of said claim- proof should hot be allowed will be
d
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal given an opportunity at the
time and place to cross- of that submitted by claimant.
examine the witnesses of said claimMANUEL R. OTERO,
Register. ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Notice for Publication.
Register
(013795)
Coal Land Jemez Forest
Small Holding Claim No. 1361.
Notice for Publication.
(013827.)
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Coal Land Jemez Forest.
Santa Fe, N. M, Sept 6, 1910.
Small Holding Claim No. 4264.
Notice Is bereby given that the fol- Department of the Interior,
lowing named claimant has filed noUnited States Land Office,
tice of his intention to make final
Santo Fe, N. M, Sept 6, 1910.
proof in support of bis claim under
Notice is hereby given that the follosections 16 and 17 of the act of March wing-named
claimant has filed no3, 1891 (26 Stats, 854), as amended tice of his Intention to make final
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27 proof in support of his claim under
Stats., 470), and that said proof will sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
S. Ct Comr, at Cuba, N. M, on Oc- 3,
act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats,
the
tober 25, 1910, vis: Atanacio Jaramillo
and that said proof will be made
470),
of Cuba, N. M, for the claim 1351, in
C. Sandoval, U. 8. Ct
Sees. 34 and 35, T. 21 N, R. 1 W N. before Juan
Comr at Cuba, N. M, on October 26,
M. P. M.
Epitaclo Domlnguez, of
He names the following witnesses 1910, viz:
N.
Cuba,
M,
adby his administrator,
to prove his actual continuous
verse possession of said tract for Caslmlro Dominquez, tor the claim In
1
twenty years next preceding the sur- Sees. 24, 28, 83 and 34, T. 21 N, R.
M.
N.M.
P.
viz:
W,
of
the
township,
vey
He names the following witnesses
E. A. Miera, Manuel. Aragon
Felix Montano, Francisco Ara- to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
gon, all of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest years next preceding the survey of
against the allowance of said proof. the township, viz:
or who knows of any substantial Tea- Luciano Gonzales, Ramon Casados,
above-mentione- d
cross-examin-

Hons under the forest homestead law
have been rejected because the land
applied for was found to be chiefly
valuable for its timber or was needed
for public purposes, while 5647 appli0
cations, covering an area of over
acres, have been approved.
"It is an easy matter to reach a conclusion when the land applied for is
in character, but when
it contains a valuable stand of timber
or has a great prospective value for
forest purposes, then all of the factors
which determine whether it is more

cut-ov-

icant Whether or not the particular
individual who may apply for the land
could make a living from it has nothing to do with the case.
"Whenever there is adjacent land
which is valuable only for grazing puramount of
poses, the listing of an
area
cultivable
to
the
such land equal
is allowed, provided the entire area
does not exceed 160 acres.
"The law provides for the location
of claims by metes and bounds. This
is particularly advantageous to the
alsettler or uasurveyed land, as it
possible
the
largest
lows him to ge
Bona
proportion of cultivable land. unsur-veyefide squatters who settled on
land prior to the establishment
of the forest, If the land occupied by
them is not more valuable for its timber than for agricultural purposes,
may have their claims surveyed by
metes and bounds including the full
en160 acres which they would be
titled to if they waited for the land to
be surveyed in the ordinary way.
"One unfortunate condition regardmetes
ing the location of claims by
nd bounds is that before final proof
a
is made or patent to the land Issues,
a
made
deputy
be
must
by
survey
Vnited States surveyor at the expense
burof the applicant. This places a
on
unsurveyed
settler
the
den upon
land which need not be borne by the
settled or surveyed land. It is with
am able to
great satisfaction that I
has
an
arrangement
that
inform you
about been completed with the departsurment of the Interior by which the
be
service
may
forest
veyors of the
States surappointed deputy United
which
veyors and the original survey,
classificaa
proper
for
is necessary
made without
tion of the land and is
may be
applicant,
the
to
expense
the
of
direction
the
made under
general so that it can be accept,
Isswsace of patr
d in final proof and
land.
ent to the
-4594 applica- Up to June 30, 1910,

cross-examin-

8

17.471-2- .
Pork Oct.-JaLard Oct. 12.40; Jan. 10.55.
.Ribs Oct. 10.971.-2-; Jan. 9.321-2- .
n.

St.

WOOL MARKET.
Louis, Mo., Sept. 30.

steady; territory and western

ums
fine

Wool

....

1823;
1417.

fine

mediums

-

medi-

1720;

LIVESTOCK.
Sept. 30.

Cattle Receipts 2500; market steady. Beeves
$4.608.00; Texas steers $4.105.60;
western steers $4.106.76; stockers
and feeders $3.50 5. 60; cows and heifers $2.206.30; calves $7.6010.OO.
Hogs
Receipts 10,000; market 5
and 10 cents higher. Light $8.80
9.20; mixed $8.309.20; heavy $8.25
good to
9.15;
rough $8.258.45;
choice heavy $8.459.15; pigs $8.20
9.05; bulk of sales $8.508.85.
Sheep
Receipts 12,000; market
steady. Natives $2.504.20; western
$2.90 4.15;
yearlings $4.405.50;
western
lambs native $4.757.10;
$4.756.90.
Kansas City, Mo, Sept 30. Cattle
Receipts 2000, Including 600 southerns; market steady. Native steers
$5.007.80; southern steers $3.60
5.60; southern cows $2.754.00; native cows and heifers $2.606.50;
stockers and feeders $3.405.80; bulls
$3.254.50; calves $3.758.50; western steers $4.256.50; western cows
$2.755.00.
market
200;
Receipts
Sheep
steady. Muttons $3.504.25; lambs
$3.756.65; fed wethers and yearlings
$3.75 5.00; fed westeru eves $3.50
Chicago,

111.,

4.00.

If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad.

sur-vey-

try

NOTICE.

Department of Territorial Engineer.
Number of Application 502.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept 28th, 1910.
Notice Is hereby given that on the

-

Teo-dor-

2

4

Francisco Atencio, Victor Casados, all
of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
d
given an opportunity at the
e
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant,
and to offer evidence In rebuttal of

Notice for Publication.
(015799)
Coal land Jemez Forest.
Coal Land Jemez Forest.
Small Holding Claim No. 3259.
Small Holding Claim No. 1358.
Department of the Interior.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M, Sept. 5, 1110.
Santa Fe, N. M, Sept 5, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the folNotice is hereby- given that the fol
lowing named claimant has filed no- lowing named claimant has filed no--;
tice of his Intention to make final lice of his intention to make final
i roof in support of his claim under proof in support of bis claim under
sictions 16 and 17 of the act of March sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3. 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended 3, 1S91 (26 Stats, S54), as amended
that submitted by claimant
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27 by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Stats, 470), and that said proof will Stats., 470), and that said proof will
Register.
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U. be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
S. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M, on Oc- S. Ct Comr., at Cuba, N. M, on OcNotice for Publication.
tober 22, 1910, viz: Cristobal de Her-rer- tober 25, 1910, viz: Reyes Jaramillo,
Not Coal Land.
of Cuba, N. M, heir of Juan de of Cuba, N. M, for the claim 1358, In
Department of the Interior,
Jesus de Herrera, for the claim No. Sees. 33 and 34, T. 21 N, R. 1 W, N.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M
3259, In Sees. 22 and 27, T. 21 N, R. M. P. M.
August, 31, 1910 1 W, N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
Notice is hereby given that Teodora
He names the following witnesses to prove bis actual continuous adMontoya, widow of Necasio Archuleta, to prove his actual contlnous
verse possession of said tract V t
of Kennedy, N. M, who, on August 7,
possession of said tract for twenty years next preceding the sur
1905, made Homestead Entry (Serial
tventy years next preceding the sur- vey of the townsnp, viz:
06910) No. 8445, for NE
SW
E. A. Miera, Manuel Aragon, Felix
vey of the township, viz:
SE
and NW
Section 8, Town-shiVictor Casaus, Guadalupe Aragon, Montano, Francisco Aragon, all of
13 N, Range 9 E, N. M. P. Meri- Ponc'ano
Casados, Antonio Casados, Cuba, N. M.
dian, has filed notice of intention to all of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
make final five year proof, to estabAnv person who desires to protest against the allowance of said proof,
lish claim to the land above describ- against the allowance of said proof, or who knows of any substantial rea
ed, before Register or Receiver, U. S. or who knows of any substantial rea- son under the laws and regulations
Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M, on the son under the laws and regulations of the Interior Department why such
27th day of October, 1910.
of the Interior Department why such proof should not be allowed will be
d
Claimant names a witnesses:
proof should not be allowed will be given an opportunity at the
e
Felix Montonya, Nestor Arabe, Marcos given an opportunity at the above-metime and place to
e
ioned time and place to
all of
the witnesses of said claimGonzales, Pascual Vianneva,
the witnesses of Bald claim- ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
Kennedy, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal of that submitted by claimant
of that submitted by claimant
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
Register.
Notice for Publication.
Notice for Publication.
(013811.)
Notice for Publication.
(013840)
Coal Land Jemez Forest.
Coal Land Jemez Forest.
(013791)
5
Small Holding Claim No. 3245.
Coal land Jemez Forest.
Small Holding Claim No. 4342.
Department of the Interior,
Small Holding Claim No. 1303.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office,
United States Land Office.
Department of the Interior,
Santa Fe, N. M, Sept. 6, 1910.
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M, Sept. 5, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the folloNotice is hereby given that the folSanta Fe, N. M, Sept. 6, 1910.
wing-named
claimant has filed noNotice Is hereby given that the fol- lowing named claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
lowing named claimant has filed no- tice of his intention to make final
claim
his
under
of
in
support
proof
tice of his intention to make final proof In support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
proof in support of his claim under sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats, 854), as amended by
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March 3. 1891 (26
854), as amended
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats, 3. 1891 (26 Stats, 854), as amended by the act ofStats,
21, 1893 (27
February
made
be
will
said
470), and that
proof
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats, 470), and tJbat said proof will
S.
before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
Ct Stats, 470), and that said proof will be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
Comr, at Cuba, N. M on October 24, be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. CU Comr, at Cuba, N. M, on OcUrsulo Segura, transferee S. Ct. Comr, at Cuba, N. M, on Oc- tober 25, 1910. viz: Luis G. Ortiz, of
1910, viz:
of Luis Jose Romero, of Cuba, N. M, tober 25, 1910, viz: Manuel Aragon y Cuba, N. M, for the claim 4342 In
for the claim 3245 in Sees. 28 and 29, Lucero, of Cuba, N. M, for the claim Sees. 15 and 16, in T. 21 N., R. 1 W,
in T. 21 N, R. 1 W, N. M. P. M.
1303, in Sees. 20, 21 and 28, T. 21 N, N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses R. 1 W, N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
He names the following witnesses to prove his actual continuous adof said tract for
possession of said tract for twenty , to prove his actual continuous ad verse possession
years next preceding the survey of verse possession of said tract for twenty years next preceding the surthe township, viz:
twenty years next preceding the sur- vey of the township, viz:
RoDionlclo McCoy, Tranquillno
Jose Andres Archibeque, M. Reyes
vey of the township, viz:
E. A. Miera, J. J. Salazar,
Fells Lucero, Tranquillno Romero, Henrimero, Donaciano Lucero, Reyes Ledes-ma- ,
Montano, Jose Andres Archibeque, que Valdez, all of Cuba, N. M.
all of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
Any person who desires to protest all of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest against the allowance of said proof,
against the allowance of said proof
or who knows of any substantial rea- against the allowance of said proof, or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations or who knows of any substantial rea- son under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such son under the laws and regulations of the Interior Department why such
of the Interior Department why such proof should not be allowed will be
proof should not be allowed will be
proof should not be allowed will be given an opportunity at the
given an opportunity at the
time and place to
given an opportunity at the
time and place to
e
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimof
said
claimant,
the witnesses
the witnesses of said claim- ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
and to offer evidence In rebuttal of
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal of that submitted by claimant.
that submitted by claimant.
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
MANUEL H, OTERO.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Tran-quilin-

o

above-mentionecross-examin-

above-mentione-

j

Lu-cer-

Notice for Publication.
(013S20)

above-mentione-

cross-examin-

1-- 4

4

4

p

above-mentionecross-examin-

cross-examin-

above-mentione- d

above-mentione- d

above-mentione-

cross-examin-

cross-exami-

cross-examin-

Register.

Notice for Publication.
(013770.)

Re-da- y

cross-examin-
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Coal Land Jemez Forest.
Small Holding Claim No. 4267.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office,
Santa Fe, N. M, Sept 6, 1910.
Notice Is hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed notice of his Intention to make final
s claim under
proof in support of
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats, 854), as amended by
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats,
470), and that said proof will be made
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct
Comr, at Cuba, N. M, on October 24
1910, viz: Zenon Sandoval of Cuba,
N. M, for the claim 4267, In Sec. 6, T.
20 N, R. 1 W, N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
Vlncente Sanchez, Jose Francisco
Aragon, Mauriclo Sanchez, Manuel
Sanchez, all of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why aucn
proof should not be allowed will be
d
given an opportunity at the
e
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant
and to offer evidence In rebuttal of
that submitted by claimant
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
above-mentione-

cross-examin-

Notice

for Publication.
(013837)

Coal Jemez Forest.
Small Holding Claim No. 4328.

Register.
Notice for Publication.
(013812)
Coal Land Jemez Forest.
Small Holding Claim No. 3248.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 6, 1910.
Notice Is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed notice of his Intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3. 1891 (26 Stats, 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Stats., 470), and that st.Id proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
S, Ct. Comr, at Cuba, N. M, on October 25, 1910, viz: Jose Andres Archibeque, of Cuba, N. M, for the claim
3248 In Sees. 15 and 16, T. 21 N, R.
1 W, N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz:
Manuel Aragon y Lucero, Juan Montoya y Montoya, M. Reyes Lucero,
Donaciano Lucero, all of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
time and place to
the witnesses of said claim
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
above-mentionecross-examin-

Register
Notice for Publication.
(013778)
Coal Jemez Forest
Small Holding Claim No. 4364.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M, Sept. 6, 1910.
Notice is bereby given that the following named claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of Uhe act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats, 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
Stats, 470), and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
S. Ct. Comr, at Cuba, N. M, on Oc-

Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M, Sept 6, 1910.
Notice Is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 189S (27
Stats, 470), and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
S. Ct. Comr, at Cuba, N. M, on October 27, 1910, viz: Juan Montano, of tober 28, 1910, lz: Tereza Garcia de
Cuba, N. M, for the claim 4328, in Fresquez, of Senorito, N. M, for the
Sees. 14 and 23, T. 21 N, R. 1 W, N. claim 4364 in Sec. 2, T. 20 N, R. 1 W,

Notice for Publication.
(013831)
Coal Land Jemez Forest
Small Holding Claim No. 4300.
Department of the Interior,

United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M, Sept 6, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed notice of his Intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats, 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Stats, 470), and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
S. Ct Comr, at Cuba, N. M, on October 24, 1910, viz: Ramon Casados,
of Cuba, N. M, for the claim 4300 in
Sees. 28 and 33, T. 21

N,

R.

1

W,

N.

P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the sur
vey of the township, viz:
M.

Dionicio McCoy, Antonio Casados,
Victor Casados, Francisco Atencio, all
of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial rea
son under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the above- mentioned time and place to cross- examine the witnesses of said claim
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant
MANUEL R. OTERO.

Register.
Notice for Publication.
(013834)
Coal Land Jemez Forest
Small Holding Claim No. 4316.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M, Sept. 6, 1910.
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
lowing named claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of bis claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of Marca
3, 1891 (26 Stats, 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893" (21
Stats, 470), and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
S. Ct. Comr, at Cuba, N. M, on October 24, 1910, viz: Dionicio McCoy, of
Cuba, N. M, for the claim 4316 In
Sees. 22, 23, 26 and 27, T. 21 N R.
1 W, N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz:
Donaciano Lucero, Victor Casaus,
Antonio Casaus, Orlstlbal de Herrera,
all of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the

M. P. M.

N. M. P. M.

He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse possession of said tract for
twenty years iifxt preceding the survey of the township, viz:
Cirlaco C. de Baca, Reyes Ledesma,
Tranquillno Romero, Dionlclo McCoy,
all of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations of
the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the above-e
mentioned time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant
MANUEL R. OTERO,

He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse possession
of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz:
Jose de Jesus Herrera, Julian Segura, Carlos Atencio, Jose Abundlo
Padilla, aU of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
e
time and place to
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimthe witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal ant and to offer evidence In rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant
of that submitted by claimant

cross-examin-

Register

shove-mentione- d
cross-examin-

MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

above-mentione- d
cross-exami-

MANUEL R. OTERO.

Register.
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TAILO

"Be Sure Your Tailor is

a

&1an

of Sense''

Hart Schaffner & Iklarx Ready

This old quotation so often used, is a
good, sensible admonition at any time.
Judging from tfxe number of men we

io

see wearing
poorly tailored
would
not be out of place if it
clothes, it
were pasted in the tops of their hats.
Perfect fitting clothes can be had.
d,

Vear

Department

There are no Clothes Troubles Here.
Our cutter aud Tailors are skilled artists
The clothes they make fit correctly, and
are tailored perfectly; The Fall woolens
are beautiful, and our prices are not
"lolty" in any degree.
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Tailor,-Clothi- ers

shers

Haberdashers

Copyright 1909 by Hart Schaffner le Man

in

i

clothes you find exactly the right thing
And if you're critical about fit, be as. exacting as you please. If you cant judge
not easy bring
for yourself about fit-i- t's
a good judge with you; we 11 fit you right,
for we'll not ask you to take the suit.
Herejthey are, Hart Schaffner & Marx goods
suits $20 to $50; overcoats $18 to ,$60.

If you appreciate Good Tailoring, let us
have your measure for your Fall garments. Test our ability!
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HART SCHAFFNER & MARX

Suits $25.00 to $50.00
Overcoats $18.00 to $50.00
Trousers $4.50 to $15:00

Tailors-Clothiers-Haberda-

I

You may be just as critical as you please
about the details of the way your coat
is cut the shape, length and curve of
the lapel, the drape of the skirts, etc.;
or the "hang" of the trousers; here in

NA5HAN SALMON
NY

